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1. Executive Summary 

In his July 24,1995. State of the Union address, Philippine President Fidel V. Ramos said that one 
of his administration's "most urgent measures" is to "Clean up the electoral system." 

With nearly a century of elections in the Philippines as a backdrop, elections were held throughout 
the Philippines on May 8,1995, for half the Senate, the entire House of Representatives and all local 
offices. Many Filipinos had hoped that a modernized electoral system would be in place by the time 
of those elections, but an omnibus bill to improve the system did not get past the discussion stage 
in the session of the Philippine Congress that ended in June 1995. Following the May elections, the 
Commission on Elections (Comelec) submitted several new bills to the Congress to modernize the 
electoral system. At the same time, the Comelec went ahead with arrangements for the March 1996 
election for the Autonomous Region of Muslim Mindanao (four of the country's 77 provinces), for 
which the Congress had previously authorized computerization of the registration and counting 
procedures. 

Feeling the need for technical assistance, there was agreement between the Comelec and the USAID 
Mission in Manila to invite the International Foundation for Election Systems (IFES) to provide 
three experts who would help guide the Comelec in modernizing the electoral system and voting 
equipment. IFES thereupon put together a proposal for (a) sharing its extensive electoral experience 
with the Comelec, and (b) providing assistance to the Comelec on voter education, voter registration, 
design of the ballot, and the voting, counting and canvass procedures. 

An IFES technical assessment team conducted extensive research and interviews July 3 I-August 17, 
1995, meeting with key officials from the Comelec, the U.S. Embassy and USAID, the Philippine 
Congress, the Office of the President, principal non-govemmental organizations, the media, Catholic 
and Muslim religious leaders, former election officials, incumbent officeholders and recently 
defeated candidates. The IFES team found that all individuals were very cooperative and eager to 
participate in the assessment. These contacts are listed in Appendix B. 

Although the IFES team was present in the Philippines for only two weeks, one member, Gilbert H. 
Sheinbaum, had earlier resided in the country for four years and has closely followed Philippine 
affairs for over 16 years. His primary role was to ensure that the political, economic, social and 
cultural climate of the Philippines has been and will continue to be fully considered in drawing up 
this report to the Comelec and, as appropriate, providing ongoing as'sistance. The other two team 
members, Deborah Seiler and Emmett Fremaux, are experienced election administrators from the 
United States who provided the technical expertise in election systems for the assessment. 

In this report and in its discussion with Philippine officials, IFES does not pretend to propose an 
ideal electoral system for the Philippines. Nor does IFES promote the sale of any specific electoral 
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products. It does, on the other hand, offer a number of observations and options for consideration 
as the Congress and the Comelec move forward to improve the system. 

The IFES team's conclusions generally paralleled the Comelec's views on the best ways to modernize 
the system. At the same time, the team introduced a variety of technical considerations for the 
implementation of the modernization scheme. In its recommendations, the team strongly urged (I) 
swift action by the Philippine Congress on the bills before it because much must be accomplished 
prior to the next national elections in May 1998; (2) greater emphasis on voter education: (3) 
complete computerized re-registration of all voters; (4) introduction of pre-printed (rather than hand
written) ballots; (5) automated counting and canvass procedures (another bill before the Congress); 
(6) careful attention to protecting the integrity of the entire electoral system; (7) additional 
comprehensive training of Comelec staff, especially in the provinces; (8) a cautious, selective 
approach to the purchase of hardware; and (9) utilization of additional technical assistance. In 
reaction to the IFES team's preliminary report, the Comelec appeared to accept all ·points and 
expressed both its appreciation for the team's guidance and its intention to request additional 
technical assistance. 

.j' 
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2. Background on the Philippines 

A. Geography and Population 

An archipelago of over 7,000 islands, the Philippines extends about 1,000 miles from north to south. 
It lies between the South China Sea on the west and the Philippine Sea and Pacific Ocean on the east, 
while the Celebes Sea lies to the south, separating the southern Philippines from the eastern end of 
the Indonesian archipelago. Total land area is over 115,000 square miles, of which the two largest 
islands in the archipelago, Luzon and Mindanao, make up 65 percent. Most of the islands have 
substantial mountainous topography, but there are also narrow coastal plains are agriculturally rich, 
as are inland valleys and plains. 

Latest estimates indicate that the population numbers about 66 million: 45 percent live on Luzon, 
35 percent on the central Philippine group of islands called the Visayas, and most of the rest on 
Mindanao. The population growth rate is estimated to be 1.97 percent, as of 1993, as published in 
World Factbook 1993. About 91 percent of the population is of Malay-Polynesian stock. Muslim 
Filipinos represent about five percent and are the majority in two provinces in Mindanao and the two 
provinces of the Sulu archipelago southwest of Mindanao. Chinese Filipinos represent about 1.5% 
and are located in the major urban areas. 

About 90 percent of Filipino adults are literate. Because of great emphasis placed on education since 
the beginning of the American era, scores of colleges and universities can be found throughout the 
country. 

The two most prominent -- but not closely related -- dialects are Tagalog (most of Luzon) and 
Visayan (which dominates the Central Philippines and Mindanao). Pilipino and English are the 
official languages. The former is relatively new and is based mostly on Tagalog in an attempt to 
instill a pan-Philippine language for lill Filipinos; however, but it is generally resisted by speakers 
of Vi sayan and other minor Filipino dialects. 

B. Historical Overview 

As the world knows, Ferdinand Magellan visited the Philippines (in the Visayas) in 1521 and 
claimed all of what is now the Philippines (named after King Phili~) for Spain. It was a land of 
diverse communities with little relationship to one another. In the Central Visayas, Cebu (which 
claims to be older than Manila and is now the country's second most populous city) was a populated 
area where Magellan spent most of his short and fatal visit. The remnants of Magellan's fleet left 
after his death near Cebu, and the Spanish did not establish a permanent settlement until 1565 when 
Miguel Lopez de Legazpi arrived as the first royal governor. 
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A small influx of Spaniards gradually created a new nation, especially with intermarriage with 
Filipinos and the dominance of the Spanish (Catholic) clergy, Spanish entrepreneurs, Spanish 
military and Spanish civil servants. Spanish became the lingua franca; few speak it now, and they 
are mostly the heirs of the Spanish arrivals of the late 1800s, some having come in a new wave from 
Spain and some from the Spanish colonies in the Americas that had gained independence. 
Catholicism became almost the universal religion; the major exceptions are the Islamic areas in the 
south and a few tribal groups, such as the Igorots in northern Luzon, who steadfastly retain their 
identities, 

Spanish domination of the political scene eventually caused resentment among the growing Filipino 
elite, primarily the mestizos (the progeny of mixed marriages) who had benefitted the most through 
education, landholdings and business. In 1872 a nationalist movement arose and smoldered for 
several years. The execution of a few Filipino priests, the writing of several prominent Filipinos and 
the emergence of an indigenous Filipino leadership resulted in call to revolution on August 26, 1896. 

In May 1898, because of the Spanish-American War, the American Pacific fleet was dispatched to 
neutralize the Spanish fleet in Manila Bay. The Spanish fleet was destroyed, which in turn led to 
the (for Filipinos) unexpected takeover of the Philippines by the United States. Filipino resistance 
to the American takeover emerged and continued for several years, but it did not impede the growing 
American military, political and economic impact. 

From almost the beginning of the American period, the United States government and private 
organizations, many of which were missionary movements, began educational programs throughout 
the Philippines. American teachers were recruited by the hundreds, schools at various academic 
levels sprouted everywhere, illiteracy was markedly reduced, and English gradually superseded 
Spanish as the lingua franca. 

The revolutionary movement had sparked the Filipinos' interest in representative government at all 
levels. The expansion of educational opportunities and the concomitant exposure to the American 
democratic experience ensured that Filipinos would inevitably seek to rule their own land. The 
United States was slow to recognize that trend, but at least the American government in 1907 
permitted the holding of an election for an assembly. Nonetheless, the American Governor-General 
continued to have virtually full control of the country's administration. 

In 1916 the U.S. Congress explicitly stated - in the Jones Act - the int~ht of the United States to grant 
Philippine independence as soon as a stable government was established. The act also provided for 
a bicameral legislature to replace the assembly. As Filipinos rose to senior governmental positions, 
various professions and the political sphere, the U.S. began to recognize Filipino yearnings. In 1934 
it passed the Philippine Independence Act which created the Commonwealth of the Philippines, 
provided for a president and vice president, gave more power to the Philippine Congress (albeit 
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while an American Governor-General still exercised considerable executive power, and committed 
the U.S. to grant independence to the Philippines in ten years. 

Manuel L. Quezon was elected in 1935 as President of the Commonwealth of the Philippines, while 
Sergio Osrnena was elected Vice President. During World War II, both resided in the U.S. where 
Quezon died in 1944, whereupon Osmena succeeded to the presidency. Despite the war, at its end 
the U.S. honored its commitment, paving the way for the end of the American era. Osmena lost the 
race for president, having devoted all his time and energy to rebuilding the Philippine government. 
Manuel A. Roxas was sworn in on July 4, 1946, as the first President of the Republic of the 
Philippines, the same day that the U.S. era ended. 

The U.S. was permitted to retain its airbase at Clark Field and its naval base at Subic Bay, both near 
Manila, but American influence was more pervasive than just the bases. Filipinos try to emulate the 
U.S. in many ways, and thus the political structure was in the American image and the commercial 
sector was dominated by American companies. 

From the outset, two political parties alternated control of the Philippines' political system: the 
Liberals and the Nationalists. Corruption of various kinds, including electoral fraud, was notorious, 
although President Ramon Magsaysay (1953-1957) managed to clean up much of the political side. 
The cleanup did not survive his untimely death in an air crash. Violence, especially during electoral 
periods, was another unsettling factor in Filipino political life, but this problem has diminished 
gradually in recent years. 

A major impediment to national stability in the republic's early days was a Marxist movement (the 
Hukbalahops) which was founded before World War II, flourished during the war as an anti
Japanese resistance movement, and came to terms with the government in 1955 during Magsaysay's 
presidency. A successor Marxist movement (the New People's Army) emerged in the early 1970s 
among bereft Filipinos in urban slums and poor rural areas. The movement benefitted from 
widespread corruption among government officials, businessmen and the armed services, and from 
violence and fraud at election times. A Muslim insurrection (the Moro National Liberation Front) 
also emerged in the early 1970s because of Christian inroads into Muslim areas. 

Ferdinand E. Marcos was elected President in late 1965 on the Nationalist ticket. He had always 
been a Liberal but switched parties when President Diosdada Macapagal decided to run for a second 
term. Marcos was the first president to be elected to two terms, althdUgh two vice presidents, who 
had become president following the death of the incumbent presidents, subsequently ran successfully 
for a full term of their own. (The present Constitution permits only one term for president and vice 
president.) 

When Marcos declared martial law in 1972 on the grounds of his perceived and some real threats 
to national security, he dissolved the Congress, had numerous politicians arrested and effectively 
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caused both parties to end meaningful activities. A new - but disputed - Constitution was adopted 
in 1973 which provided for a unicameral legislature. Marcos then established a new party ("New 
Society Movement", or KBL - the Pilipino acronym) for his stalwarts and Liberal and Nationalist 
defectors. Marcos won his third election in 1981, under the KBL banner, against a weak candidate 
set up by the KBL. 

Marcos came under increasing pressure because of the assassination in 1983 of his major political 
rival, Benigno "Ninoy" Aquino, as well as corruption, cronyism and a rapidly declining economy. 
He called a snap president election for February 1986 and appeared to permit more freedom. 
Corazon Aquino, inexperienced in politics herself, ran for president on a coalition ticket that 
included many Liberal Party followers of her late husband, "Ninoy" Aquino. Alleged manipulation 
of the counting process led to huge anti-Marcos demonstrations, the declaration of Aquino's victory, 
and Marcos's departure from the Philippines. 

In the post-Marcos period, a variety of political entities has emerged, some based partially on the 
earlier parties. However, these groups' policies are not clearly defined since - in usual Filipino 
fashion - voters go for personalities rather than substance. Yet, there appears to be greater voter 
satisfaction with the evolving political scene. It is open to all, the electoral procedures are improved 
but still need to be modernized and simplified, and officeholders appear to be more responsive to 
the electorate. 

In 1992, a national election brought in a new president, Fidel V. Ramos, and vice president (both 
elected for six-year terms), a new Senate (also six-year terms), a new House of Representatives 
(three-year terms), and thousands of provincial, city and municipal officials. National elections were 
held in May 1995 for all those offices except half the Senate (the terms were being staggered) and 
the president and vice president. The next national elections are scheduled for May 1998. 

C. Current Political Context 

President Fidel V. Ramos, in his State of the Union address on July 24,1995, stated that: 

"Even as we seek peace andjustice for all, we must reassure our people that our 
political system works, and give them stronger voice in the affairs of our nation. 
But this, our people cannot have --unless we change the mainspring of political 
power in this country from money, influence and patronagito talent and merit. 
The most urgent measures are to: 

• Clean up the electoral system, so citizens can be sure that their 
votes are counted; 
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• Open the positions of political power to all who aspire and are 
willing to compete; 

• And ensure that the wielders of power are accountable to the 
electorate. " 

The Philippines has the longest electoral history in Asia, dating from 1907, but the electoral system 
has gone through several permutations over the years. Following the fateful 1986 elections, many 
Filipinos urged a reform of the electoral system which had been noted for various forms of abuse. 
A comprehensive vision of electoral reform has been formulated, and significant initial.steps have 
been implemented. Much remains to be done that is attainable given the deep commitment and 
dedicated leadership that is available to meet the challenges of change. 

The next national elections will be held in May 1998, and the Philippine administration and the 
Philippine Congress should move swiftly if meaningful electoral reform is to be enacted and 
implemented in time. Some of the reforms have already been instituted for the March 1996 elections 
of the Autonomous Region of Muslim Mindanao (ARMM) and thus will serve as a pilot test for the 
1998 national elections. 

The 1992 national elections -- the country's fust "synchronized" elections consolidating all national, 
provincial, and local offices -- are perceived to have been a distinct improvement over previous 
elections in the Philippines. Yet, there was dissatisfaction with some aspects of the 1992 elections 
that led to consideration by the Philippines administration and the Congress of steps toward 
modernization of the electoral system before the May 8, 1995 elections. However, the Congress, 
in the session that ended in June 1995, failed to enact a comprehensive bill for electoral reform that 
had been favored by the Comelec and many members of the Congress. This failure may have been 
because bill was considered too close to the upcoming election, there were too many far-reaching 
provisions, some members of Congress used diversionary tactics, and insufficient leverage was 
exercised by both Congressional leaders and the administration to obtain passage of all or at least 
key parts of that bill. 

The May 1995 synchronized election was for half of the seats in the upper house of the Congress 
(the Senate), all the seats in the lower house (the House of Representatives) and all provincial and 
municipal offices. Since the prevailing climate appeared to be in favor of continuing progress in the 
country's political affairs, emphasis was placed on increasing vot'€ir maturity and discouraging 
electoral abuse. Most of the results of the 1995 elections were acceptable to the public; however, 
there were some glaring irregularities and less success in significantly decreasing the amount of 
electoral abuse, although the level of election-related violence appears to be lower than in the past. 

In the immediate post-l 995 electoral period, the Comelec and key members of both houses of the 
Congress are reviewing the urgent steps needed in order to ensure that the 1998 elections will indeed 
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improve upon the past. The Comelec has determined that the March 1996, ARMM elections, while 
far from being exactly analogous to the national elections because they involve only four of the 
country's 76 provinces, could serve as somewhat of a pilot test for some modernization of the 
electoral process. Such improvements for the ARMM elections include a total re-registration of 
voters and computerization of voter lists in those four provinces as well as computerization of the 
counting and the canvass. 

Not all interested parties are totally behind some aspects of the reform: some fear that costs of 
computerization could be astronomical or will not justify the expense if they do not contribute 
substantially to electoral reform; some fear that -- as in the 1986 elections -- computers .. ~ould also 
be manipulated; and some well-entrenched political figures fear that reform would jeopardize their 
"secure" seats. 

In early August 1995, the Comelec submitted to the new Congress, whose members took their seats 
in July 1995, new legislation for the maj9r.aspects of reform. Not yet included among the draft bills, 
however, are measures for country-wide computerization of the electoral process, as was enacted for 
the ARMM elections. The Comelec has also requested bids for automating the counting process for 
the ARMM elections and has expressed interest in having neutral outside expertise examine and 
comment on Comelec's proposals to improve the electoral system. 

3. Legal Basis, Structure, and Operation of the Electoral System 

A. Electoral LegislationlRegulations 

Philippine elections are governed by The Omnibus Election Code of 1985. Between 1987 and 1989, 
this Code was amended substantially, by executive order and by law, to restructure the Commission 
on Elections, to provide for local elections, and to revise congressional elections. It was amended 
again in 1991 to provide for the first "synchronized" or consolidated elections, which occurred in 
May 1992. 

Specific provisions for each election are established by the Omnibus Code, by new laws passed by 
the Congress, and by extensive regulations promulgated by the Comelec. Two significant 
amendments were enacted in the Code this year. Republic Act No. 8046, adopted June 7, 1995, 
establishes a pilot program to modernize the registration and vote &mnting process of the March 
1996 elections in the Autonomous Region of Muslim Mindanao (ARMM). Republic Act No. 7941, 
adopted March 3, 1995, provides for the election of 20 percent of the House of Representatives by 
a party list system. 
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The Omnibus Code assigns responsibility for election administration and governs voter registration, 
voting, vote counting, challenges, political campaigning, and disclosure of political expenditures. 
It also establishes penalties for electoral law violations. 

Comprehensive reform of the electoral law was debated in 1994 in the context of proposed 
legislation to enact a New Election Code (NEC) to support the modernization of the electoral system, 
but passage of the omnibus reform provisions did not occur. 

B. Commission on Elections (Comelec) 

The Code assigns exclusive responsibility for the administration and enforcement of elections to the 
Commission on Elections, an independent agency commonly known as "Comelec." Comelec is 
headed by a chairman and six commissioners, all appointed by the president for seven-year, non
renewable terms. 

Comelec is administered by an Executive Director and has a staff of approximately 5,000 employees. 
Approximately 1,000 of these employees are in the Comelec headquarters office in Manila. The 
remaining 4,000 are located in field offices at the regional, provincial, city, and municipal level. 
Each of the country's 14 regions has a Comelec regional director who is responsible for Comelec 
field offices in the provinces within the region. Comelec's 76 provincial offices are responsible for 
administering elections, from the barangay to congress and president, which are conducted through 
some 1,600 field election offices at the city and municipal levels. 

Comelec staff are responsible for the procurement of all supplies and materials for elections. 
Procurement is by negotiated or sealed bids. The organization may prescribe the use of the latest 
technological devices, educate the public about election laws, conduct registration drives, cleanse 
the rolls, and appoint poll watchers. The basic operating budget for the Comelec core staff and 
programs -- i.e., not including election operations or modernization projects -- was P526.214 million 
($20.6 million) in FY 1995. The budget for the May 1995 national election was about P935 million 
($36.7 million), while the modernization program budget for FY 1995 was P288.444 million ($11.3 
million). 

C. Elective Office Structure and Election Parameters 

In 1991, election dates were synchronized to elect national and local <1fficeholders every three years. 
The president and vice president serve six-year terms, and elections for these offices are held in 
connection with every other national and local election. The office of Senate is also a six-year term, 
and 12 of the 24 Senate seats are on the ballot every three years. Barangay (village) elections are 
held separately, and the next round ofbarangay elections is scheduled for May 1997. Special 
elections to fill vacancies are called by Comelec for most offices and are held within 60 days of the 
occurrence of the vacancy. 
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A chief executive and legislative governing body are elected at each jurisdictional level, ranging 
from barangay to the national level. All offices, except president, vice-president, and Senate, have 
three-year terms, and officeholders are subject to a six-year term limit. The chief executive of each 
jurisdiction, members of the Senate, and members of municipal councils are elected at large. All 24 
senate seats were elected at large in 1992 but were divided in half to provide for staggered terms. 
The 12 lowest vote-getters in 1992 were elected for only three years. while the ballot the 12 highest 
will remain in office until 1998. From now on, all Senators are elected for six-year terms. 

In addition to the elective offices above, the Omnibus Code also provides for the subinission of 
measures to the electorate in plebiscite and referendum elections consolidated with national and local 
elections. 

Because of the move to synchronize elections, ballots have generally been long. To shorten the 
ballot, Provincial Board members, who had been elected at large, from May 1995 are now elected 
by district. However, these six-member Boards are not elected by single-member districts since each 
province generally has only two to four districts. 

Although cities elect councilors by district, municipalities elect councils at large. A Comelec 
proposal would have municipal councilors elected by district. Consequently, municipal councils are 
elected by district only within Metro Manila, and the remainder are elected at large. Electing 
municipal councilors by district would shorten ballots considerably. 

Under the newly enacted party-list system, voters in 1998 will have two votes for the House of 
Representatives. One vote is for a representative who is elected directly; the other is for a party, 
organization, or coalition to be represented in the House. The purpose is to promote proportional 
representation and to foster the participation of marginalized or underrepresented groups. Any party, 
organization, or coalition which garners at least 2% of the total votes cast for the party list is entitled 
to one seat. Those receiving more than 2% are entitled to additional seats in proportion to their total 
number of votes; however the total number of seats any party may obtain is three. Party-list 
representatives are chosen from a list of members nominated by that party or group. 

In 1998, the top five parties will be precluded from participating in the party-list system in order to 
give other groups a greater chance to gain seats and to establish themselves politically. It is 
anticipated that the number of participating parties or groups on the'llallot will not exceed 10-20. 

Elective office and candidate data are summarized in the following chart based on Comelec 
information: 
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ELECTIVE OFFICES - Philippines National and Local Elections 

OFFICE Number of Total Number Average No. Total Number 
(TERM) Seats of Candidates Candidates by of Candidates in 

in 1995 office 1995 1992 

~aii!!!!al Qffice~ 
(6 years) 

• President I at-large -- -- 6 
• Vice President I at-large -- -- 6 
• Senator 12 at-large 28 28 163 

I!i~tdct Qffice~ 
(3 years) ,. 

• representatives 250 total seats 620 3.0 1,082 
• 204 district 
• 46 partylists 

f[Qvillcial Qffices 
(3 years) 

• governors 71 at-large 214 3.0 387 
• vice governors 71 at-large 237 3.3 

383 
• provincial boards 672 total seats 2,031 10.3 

• 197 districts 3,284 

Ci~IMl!llicil!!!1 
(3 years) 

• mayors 1,605 at-large 4,221 2.6 7,124 
6411,541 

• vice mayors 
6411 ,541 1,605 at-large 4,767 2.97 7,840 

• councilors (6-12 13,092 
members each) at-large & by 48,513 30.2 74,286 

720112,368 district 

Barangays 
(3 years) Candidate Candidate Candidate 

• Captains 41,919 information not information not information not 
at-large available. availilble. available. 

• Counci lors (6 
member boards) 251,514 Barangays not Barangays not Barangays not 

at-large part of part of part of 
synchronized synchronized synchron ized 

elections elections elections 
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As the foregoing data imply, the scale of this centralized system is immense. Compiled data for 
the May 1992 general election profiles a system with these orders of magnitude: 

• 32 million registrants (36 million in 1995) 
• 24 million voters 
• 94,000 candidates 
• 18,000 elective offices 
• 170,000 precincts 
• 1,600 local Election Officers 
• core election staff of 5,000 
• more than I million support staff for the election operation 

Self-evident from these parameters is the fact that sweeping modernization of an electoral system 
at this scale is a major undertaking that requires a long-term system development strategy. 

D. Voter Registration Process 

Those eligible to register include all Philippine citizens, who are not disqualified for criminal 
conviction or mental incompetence, who are eighteen years of age or older, and who have resided 
in the country for one year and in the municipality of registration for six months immediately 
preceding the election. 

The existing process of voter registration is based on a permanent list of registered voters, which 
is updated by periodic general registration on set dates which occur prior to each scheduled election. 
General registration is conducted at the precinct polling places, by a Board of Election Inspectors 
(BEl) consisting of public school teachers appointed by Comelec, on the sixth and seventh Saturdays 
preceding a regular election, or on the second Saturday following proclamation of a special election, 
plebiscite, or referendum. 

In the general registration process, all umegistered, newly eligible, or previously cancelled voters 
have the opportunity to register in person and be added to the permanent list of voters. At the same 
time, the BEl confirms or cancels the names of voters already on the permanent precinct lists 
prepared at the last election. Election Officers periodically remove names from the permanent list 
for failure to vote in two consecutive elections, and are also authorized to use postal and other means 
to verify the permanent list on a biennial basis. Current statutt provides for a new general 
registration of all voters in 1996, to create a new permanent list that would then be updated for each 
election during the subsequent 12 years. This provision makes 1996 the ideal time to convert to a 
system of continuous registration. 
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At the present juncture, the non-continuous registration process is precinct-level BEl registration 
combined with data entry by the Election Officer to produce the Computerized Voters List (CVL), 
The current procedure is outlined below: 

Voter Registration Process Overview 

I. Board of Election Inspectors 

• Chainnan and two Members, all of whom are public school teachers, one designated 
as poll clerk are appointed by Comelec through the Election Officer. BEl has powers 
to enforce order, authorize arrests, and issue legal summons compelling witnesses 
and document production bearing on the registration process. 

• Meetings of the Board may occur only at the polling place, must be public, and may 
be attended by watchers from each registered political party and accredited citizens 
arm. Board acts through Chainnan, all decisions by majority vote, minutes taken. 
The BEl is the same team that will conduct voting at the precinct on election day. 

2. Registration Day 

• BEl meets at the precinct on the designated Saturday(s) to prepare and certity 
multiple copies of the new precinct list, transferring thereto all previous permanent 
registrants and adding newly qualified voters who apply for registration. 

• BEl meets again on the second Saturday immediately preceding the regular election 
to revise where necessary and close the list of voters, following a period for 
challenges to the initial list. • 

3. Registration Applications of New Voters 

• Applicants identity themselves and their residence location; if not known to the BEl 
may be vouched for by another voter of the precinct or by presentation of an 
authentic document indicating the voter's identity. 

• 

• 

.~ 

If BEl determines applicant lives in the precinct, indelible ink is placed on the 
applicant's right forefingemail, and the applicant is given four copies of the 
registration application. 

The applicant "accomplishes" the application and provides three original signature 
specimens and the rolled imprints of left and right thumbs. 
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• Upon BEl qualification of the applicant, based on the completion ofthe four forms, 
the voter's application is approved and the fourth copy of the form is issued to the 
registrant. 

4. Voter Identification Cards (current practice as of the August 1995 ARMM election 
registration) 

• Each applicant must present four one and one-half inch square photos to the BEl, or 
have hislher pictures taken at the expense of the Comelec, to be attached to the three 
retained copies of the application form and the Voter ID Card. 

• The Election Officer prepares the Voter ID Card, which includes the remaining 
photo, serial number of the registration record, signature, and thumbprint of the voter. 
Voters claim ID cards later from the Election Officer, or pick them up from the BEl 
on election day. 

5. Preparation of List of Voters 

• BEl prepares three copies of the approved list of voters, two of which are submitted 
to the Election Officer with the alphabetized registration forms, with the third copy 
retained by the BEl for posting in the polling place. 

• The first copy of the list is retained by the Election Officer; the second copy is sent 
by the EO via rush telegram to the central file division of Comelec in Manila along 
with the total number of voters in each precinct within the municipality. 

• The CVL is prepared by data entry and verification of the BEl manual list of voters 
by the Election Officer, who returns printouts of the CVL to the BEl for any 
correction notations on revision day, which annotated printout becomes the Final List 
of Voters. 

• BEl retains one copy of Final CVL for use on election day, one copy goes to Election 
Officer for photocopying by candidates/parties, one copy to the provincial office file. 

Provisions for continuous registration were actually enacted in I 963;oofinder Republic Act 3588, for 
initial implementation in 1967 -- but delay and the imposition of martial law in 1972 caused the 
reform to be abandoned before it was put into use. The explanatory note drafted by Comelec for its 
proposed continuous registration legislation revealingly notes: 

"By reviving and readopting the registration system embodied in Republic Act 3588, this bill 
seeks to confront decisively the problem posed by the padding of the voters list. a practice 
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commonly resorted to by politicians bent on winning election at any cost. It was this 
nefarious practice that spawned the flying voter, that electoral abomination that since time 
immemorial has debased the ballot and reduced elections to a virtual charade in not a few 
areas of the country. . .. The bill provides for registration to be conducted year-round and 
allows voters to register as they qualify, thereby spacing out registration over a span of time. 
With registration conducted at a leisurely pace . .. and by a body whose independence and 
impartiality must be assumed, the officials composing it being from agencies shieldedfrom 
political pressure [i.e., the Comelec Election Officers], a closer and more thorough 
screening of every applicant for registration is assured. Needless to say, this will minimize 
the incidence of flying voters and their ilk gaining entry into the list of voters. In stark 
contrast, chaos and confosion often mark the precinct level registration, a situation that 
lends itself ideally to the evil designs of unscrupulous candidates. " 

E. Voting, Ballot Counting, and Canvassing Procedures 

The existing level oftechnology in the voting process is extremely low. Although ballots of uniform 
size are provided, these do not contain the names of Candidates. Instead, voters must write in the 
names of qualified candidates -- and the manner in which they accomplish this is the source of many 
election challenges. 

Because names are exclusively written-in, there is no printed ballot in the ordinary sense -- only 
an empty "grid" layout in which to write in candidate names. Printed lists of the candidates in each 
voting precinct are posted, but most voters -- the team was informed -- bring their own list, or a 
campaign's sample ballot listing, of the names they wish to write in. For the May 1995 election, a 
new legislative directive required the Comelec to issue by mail to every voter the list of offices and 
candidates for which he or she was eligible, along with precinct location and voting instructions. 
This comprehensive piece of pre-election information (the "voter information sheet") is equivalent 
to the "sample ballot" informational mailing used in many modernized electoral systems. It 
represents a logical step in the direction of establishing uniform printed ballots for voting and 
counting. 

Because printed ballots are not used in the present system, manual counting of the ballots in each 
precinct is extremely cumbersome. The vote count process is known as "appreciating" the ballots 
-- i.e., deciphering and tallying each vote. It is a chief source of imprecision, confusion and delay 
in the voting and vote counting processes: voters' writing may not be olear, names of candidates may 
not be complete, and names need not be listed in any particular order. 

It is also one reason that precinct size was kept to an average of only 200 voters in the 1992 and 1995 
elections, creating the need for a huge number (170,000+) of precincts and the associated increase 
in administrative and logistical complexity. Plans to reduce the number of precincts below 100,000 
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for the 1998 elections asswne introduction of a printed ballot, which will greatly speed and simplify 
both voting and ballot counting, whether manually counted or machine read,. 

Once finally determined, precinct results are accwnulated at the city or municipal level where 
official election results for city and municipal offices are released and the winners "proclaimed". 
These consolidated results are then forwarded to the provincial, regional, and national levels for 
further canvassing -- i.e., for consolidating final results and proclaiming winners for the elective 
offices at these levels. In the May 1995 election, most of the allegations of election irregularities 
occurred at this canvassing stage. 

Under the existing law, no preliminary or unofficial results may be released prior to the official 
proclamation of election results. As in the 1995 election, this unusual feature of the system 
necessarily adds delay to the completion of the vote counting process, and works to increase public 
speculation that manipulation of the votes may be occurring. 

Voting Process Overview 

1. Voting 

• Because election day is a holiday, polls are staffed by teachers who constitute the 
Board of Election Inspectors (BEl). Polls are open from 7 a.m. until 3 p.m. 

• In the presence of the BEl and poll watchers, voters locate their names on the 
precinct list, sign in, provide a thwnbprint, and receive a ballot. 

• Voters manually write in the names of all candidates for whom they wish to vote, 
using a list of candidates posted in the polling place. 

• The ballot is folded for secrecy and placed in the ballot box. Each voter's right 
forefinger is marked with indelible ink to prevent duplicate voting. 

2. Ballot Counting 

• When the polls close, the BEl removes the ballots from the ballot box and begins to 
determine for whom votes were cast. Because of the lrtmdwritten names, an intense 
and complicated process of "appreciation" (interpreting and tallying the votes) 
ensues. Vagaries of handwriting spawn many challenges ("pre-proclamation 
controversies") by candidates' representatives, delaying the count for hours and 
sometimes days. 
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• When all ballots are tallied, members of the BEl must certify the results, sign and 
mark them with their thumbprints, and distribute copies to party representatives. If 
quick-count watchers are present, the vote precinct totals are also given to those 
representatives. 

• The BEl Chairman and other official observers deliver the precinct returns and the 
sealed ballot box to the municipal or city canvassing center. 

3. Canvassing 

• 

• 

• 

At the municipal or city counting center, a canvassing board undertakes the lengthy 
process of transcribing and adding up the individual precinct sheets to produce 
municipal results. These are used to "proclaim" winning candidates for municipal 
or city offices and to convey the totals for provincial and national candidates to 
canvassing boards at the next higher level where the procedure is repeated. 

The municipal or city canvassing board sends the results to the provincial canvassing 
board which further accumulates precinct returns and proclaims winners of provincial 
offices. 

The provincial canvassing board then forwards the returns to the regional canvassing 
board which in turn sends them to the Comelec headquarters in Manila for final 
accumulation and proclamation of national office winners. 

The precinct ballot-appreciating procedure followed by the multi-level canvassing process -- from 
municipal/city through provincial up to national levels -- took up to 29 days in the May 1995 
election. The canvass process in particular was credited by most observers as the principal source 
of delay and improper alteration of totals. In 16 of the 76 (now 77) provinces, according to an 
extensive analysis presented in the media (Appendix C), the canvassed totals did not reflect the 
outcome of elections as projected by the quick count results produced by NAMFREL from its 
independent copy of the precinct-level returns. The manual appreciation of ballots and the manual 
canvass present two separate problems/opportunities for computerization, as will be discussed from 
a technical standpoint further below. 

F. Tile Role of Non-Governmental Organizations in tile Electorai'Process 

As noted, a critically important feature of the Philippine electoral system is the participation of 
citizens in key components of the electoral process through religious or profession-based non
governmental organizations (NGOs). The Comelec formally designates major NGOs through an 
official accreditation process to perform such vital activities as poll watching, voter assistance, 
training, and operation of the "quick count" reporting system to get unofficial election results to the 
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public while the lengthy canvassing process used to compile the official results goes on. For 
example, for the May 1995 elections, the Comelec accredited: 

• The National Movement for Free Elections (NAMFREL) as the exclusive entity to 
"organize, manage, operate, and be accountable for the Operation Quick Count, 
including the reporting of results obtained from the precincts either using the precinct 
tally form ofNAMFREL or the official election return duly signed by the Board of 
Election Inspectors"; 

• The Voters' Organization, Training, and Education Towards Clean, Authentic, and 
Responsible Elections (VOTECARE) to conduct non-partisan voter education and 
candidates fora, to operate voter assistance centers, and train volunteers to perf orin 
poll watching and other electoral support services; and 

• The Parish Pastoral Council for Responsible Voting (PPCRV) as a citizens' arm of 
the Comelec to organize candidates fora, to "mobilize its members in the verification 
of current lists of voters with the end in view of ferreting out voters involved in 
double registration or other forms of registration shenanigans", and to assist 
NAMFREL in data gathering for Operation Quick Count. 

(There are also local NOOs in a few, mostly urban areas, some of which may play key roles in 
elections, either independently and or to complement the activities of national NOOs. One of these 
is the Cebu Citizens Involvement and Maturation for People's Empowerment and Liberation, or 
CCIMPEL.) 

The national-scale NOOs, with grassroots capability to cover most of the country's 170,000+ 
precincts, provide a tremendous resource to the Comelec and, indeed, represent a unique strength 
of the Philippine electoral system. In the team's interviews, leaders of these NOOs strongly 
expressed the deep commitment of these organizations to be a continuing force in the full realization 
of the Philippine electoral democracy. 

On the other hand, there was some criticism of some NOO representatives for "having their own 
political agendas", Also heard was the assertion that the electoral authority itself (i.e., the Comelec) 
should have greater core capabilities to perform critical functions that are largely "farmed out" to the 
NOOs -- so that there is not undue dependence on citizen groups for basic operational support of the 
electoral process. 

How the Comelec can best utilize the considerable asset of the NOOs in helping to bring its 
modernization program to fruition is a question the team does not feel qualified to answer. Yet some 
avenues seem fairly self-evident. These include: 
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• involving NGOs in the early design of information programming for the introduction 
of computerization to the voters. The existing NGO role in voter education would 
be strengthened by gaining their input early and making sure they share the full 
picture of what the new changes will be and how the process will work. 

• enlisting NGO representatives in the planning and evaluation of ongoing projects to 
assure that key leaders in the organizations fully understand and are supportive of the 
modernization objectives -- support that may be helpful in building consensus for 
decision-making that favors Modex in both the legislative and executive arenas. 

• in the case of the quick-count application, the team heard the comment several times 
that the quick count may not be necessary with the early release of voting results by 
the Come1ec that is anticipated from computerization. However, the team feels 
strongly that while the purpose of the parallel count may shift from one of speed to 
one of independent confIrmation of the computerized vote totals, this will initially 
be an equally vital need. Over the longer term -- with increasing Comelec capability 
and more effective safeguards -- the need for a parallel count may be less essential. 

G. Electoral Manipulation Issues 

The implementation of modem technical systems and electoral reform programs in the Philippines 
must of necessity address the pervasive problem of electoral manipulatjon that is endemic to the 
existing system. A sense of its impact on electoral realities today is felt in the following excerpt 
from a speech given by the Secretary-General ofNAMFREL assessing the May 1995 election (full 
text is contained in Appendix C): 

"Observation No.4: Cheating Reached Leyels Qf Sophistication: Traditionally, election 
anomalies were characterized by poll violence, individual vote-buying, ballot-box-snatching 
and other tried and tested means of cheating and intimidation. And to varying degrees, these 
traditional practices were present in these elections. Significantly, however, more 
sophisticated forms of cheating emerged this year to overshadow the traditional forms . .. 
represent[ing} this new genre of cheating. It is wholesale rather than retail cheating. 
Rather than individually buying voters to cast a ballot in someone 's favor or paying a voter 
to stay home (giving him or her a dab of indelible ink on the finger the night before the 
elections to ensure that he does not change his mind after ret!eiving the pay-ofJ), it became 
far more ejJicientto change the results of canvass reports. " 

In planning for reform, the Congress and the administration must overcome efforts to defraud the 
electoral process at each procedural stage and every level of the system. The team heard many 
accounts of electoral cheating before the election, during voting, and during the counting and 
canvassing of the votes. Because both the reality and the fear of fraudulent practices are such strong 
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factors in the operation and perception of electoral functions, in-depth consideration of their 
implications in designing appropriate administrative and technical safeguards for modern systems 
is a must. Additional information on electoral manipulation techniques reported to the team may 
be found in Appendix C, 

4. Overview of Planned Electoral System Modernization 

The comprehensive plan that defines the blueprint for the modernization process is the Comelec's 
Operation Modernization and Excellence ("Modex"), which sets out eight substantive areas of the 
reform effort and is budgeted at PIA billion ($56 million) over five years (1994-1998). The Modex 
plan provides the framework against which to assess the status of current progress. Its many 
elements can be grouped into the following major categories: 

• achieving comprehensive reform of the electoral law; 
• establishing computerized voter registration and vote counting systems; 
• strengthening electoral and institutional capabilities. 

In each of these areas, as discussed below, significant effort but uneven achievement of critical 
objectives has put the overall timetable for Modex in jeopardy, vis-a-vis its goal of having a fully 
modernized electoral system in place for the May 1998 synchronized elections for national, 
congressional, provincial, and local offices. 

The thrust of Comelec's immediate efforts to keep these key components of the Modex program on 
track toward 1998 objectives has the additional near-term focus of: 

• achieving a successful pilot test of the computerized registration and vote 
count/canvass functions at the 1996 ARMM election in four provinces of 
Mindanao. 

While the 1998 elections remain the primary goal, the need to demonstrate the feasibility of the 
modern technical systems at the pilot election -- as well as the corresponding risk of derailing the 
entire program if the pilot test should prove problematic are the immediate concerns . 

A. Progress in Reform of the Electoral Law . .t: 

Legal reform -- establishing a "flexible legal framework" in the Comelec's terms -- is the 
fundamental step toward effective modernization of the electoral system. In addition to creating the 
necessary mandates for change, reform is essential to cure both procedural and substantive 
weaknesses in the law that would otherwise impede or diminish utilization of the modern systems 
envisioned. 
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In September 1993, the Comelec's proposed New Election Code (NEC) was submitted to both 
houses of Congress and filed shortly thereafter as Senate Bill No. 1427 (later also as 1429, 1450, 
1472, & 1679) and House Bill No. 10911. In November 1993 the proposed NEC was certified to 
Congress by President Ramos as priority legislation and in December as urgent legislation. Hearings 
were held in the House Committee on Suffrage and Electoral Reforms during February - May 1994, 
but passage ofthe NEC did not occur. 

In part, the failure to enact the NEC may be due to its complexity as a piece of legislation: the 
proposed omnibus bills not only introduced major substantive changes but also restructured and 
updated the entire election code. As a result, legislative debate and scrutiny of its provisions was 
greatly expanded. Nonetheless, the failure to enact the package -- especially in light of the efforts 
of the President to move the NEC as urgent legislation -- was a severe setback to putting the 
modernization effort on a fast track. 

Consistent expressions of support for legislative reform were heard by the team from many 
legislators, and it is clearly perceived by the public and media as positive and necessary change. Yet 
voice was also given in some quarters to the view that by changing the "rules of the game" in terms 
of electoral mechanics, incumbent politicians are discomfited by the double fear of not knowing 
"how to cheat" and also of not knowing "how to defend against being cheated" under the new 
system. The question of legislative commitment to enact the Comelec program thus remains 
somewhat open. 

Key elements ofthe proposed legal reforms are critical to the Comelec's ability to implement the 
modernization program, and the deleterious effects of continuing legislative delay in these areas has 
become apparent. A prime example of this impact is seen with the 1996 ARMM pilot election 
(discussed further below). Broad-based pilot programs were originally planned by Comelec for the 
May 1995 elections -- an appropriate setting in which to prepare for undertaking a similar national 
election in 1998. Inability to move on the legislative front, however, left the 1996 ARMM elections 
as the only remaining pilot opportunity prior to 1998 -- and only extraordinary pressure from the 
executive branch seems to have finally achieved passage of the pilot election law which was certified 
back in December 1994 as "urgent" legislation. 

In terms of time lines leading to the 1998 election, continuing legislative delay before long will 
begin to undermine the chances for a successful modernization pr6gram in 1998. Comelec has 
accordingly revised its legislative strategy by resubmitting its legal reforms package as six separate 
bills, this action by the Commission en bane having occurred in the course of the team's visit. The 
six bills submitted by the Comelec include the following: 

• An Act Providing for Electoral Reforms to Address Certain Legal and Procedural 
Weaknesses in the Electoral System 
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• An Act Prescribing a System of Continuing Registration of Voters and Providing 
Funds Therefor 

• An Act Providing for Absentee Voting by Qualified Filipinos Abroad 

• An Act Prohibiting the Establishment of Political Dynasties 

• An Act Providing for the Election of Sectoral Representatives to various local and 
district councils 

• An Act Allowing Use of Election Propaganda in Mass Media and Regulating Use of 
Media during the Election Period 

Of this proposed legislation, only the first two bills -- the Electoral Refonns and Continuous 
Registration acts -- are essential to the Modex program of plarrned modernization of the electoral 
process, and to these we will return. 

The Absentee Voting bill is a highly desirable expansion of the franchise from a democratization 
viewpoint -- some 2 million qualified Filipinos are said to be working abroad. Its provisions, 
however, could be added to the revamped electoral system later, if necessary. The Political 
Dynasties prohibition is a constitutional mandate that has pre-existed and not been carried out. 
While it is doubtless vital to improving Filipino democracy, it does not pose an impediment one way 
or the other to the Modex effort. The Sectoral Representatives bill and the Media Campaign bill also 
fall into this category. 

By contrast. the Electoral Refouns and Continuous Registration bjlls are on the critical path for 
Modex because both bills address elements of the electoral system that must be defined with 
certainty in advance of designing and introducing technical systems to automate them. For example, 
the proposed Electoral Refonns bill defines and/or changes: 

• the provisions for cancellation of registration/accreditation of political parties. 

• 

• 

• 

the requirement for Comelec to issue a "voter infonnation sheet" (sample ballot, 
voting instructions, and poll location) to every voter 30 days before the election . 

. ~ 

the number of ballots to be printed and distributed to the precincts and the order of 
names appearing on the ballot per contest. 

the complex process of canvassing the precinct electoral returns to produce 
accumulated vote totals for offices at city/municipal, district, provincial, and national 
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levels -- including some "split canvass" changes that enhance efficiency and 
computer conversion, 

• effective elimination of pre-proclamation controversies, the traditional bane and 
impediment to a timely release of voting results, which will preclude losing 
candidates from interrupting the vote canvass to adjUdicate their complaints, 

• establishment of the process for a losing candidate's right to petition to annul the 
proclamation of a winning candidate, This reform restores the opportunity to 
challenge election results, but locates it appropriately after the initial count has been 
completed, as opposed to during the canvass (i.e" the pre-proclamation protest), 

• the manner of financing of elections and authorization for Comelec to incur and be 
reimbursed for expenses of conducting elections. 

The Continuous Registration Act for similar reasons. is essential to haye in place in order to activate 
properly the computer registration capability that the Comelec has been deyelQPing from a technical 
and Q[ganizatiQnal standPQint for the Past 18 months (discussed further below), Stated simply, if the 
continuous registration bill is not passed, the capability to produce and maintain a clean and accurate 
voter list will not be realized, 

The poor quality of the existing "padded" voter list, which is layered over with new data at each 
election's general registration, is the basic source of complaints against the credibility of the election 
system and a major avenue of vote fraud, While the Comelec has encoded over 97% of the old list -
in establishing their data entry capability -- the quality and integrity of the data is no better than 
before. What is needed is the nullification of the existing data and a 100% build-up through re
registration of the entire 37 million registrant voter file, 

Nullification of the list and re-registration is provided for in the ARMM pilot election mandate, 
though its scale will be less than 1 million voters, A separate statutory requirement for re
registration also coincidentally occurs every 12 years -- and as it happens, in 1996, Thus, the 
creation of a new voter list through a massive general registration process will occur next year under 
existing law -- thus providing the opportune moment, if continuous registration has been enacted, 
to commence maintenance of a clean database and secure the ability to produce a clean list for 1998, 
Without passage of continuous registratiQn. the huge effort of re-regiStration would be wasted -- as 
the static list loses its currency and is layered over once again, In addition. the computer capability 
to maintain a dynamic voter file that the Comelec has developed at great effQrt and cost would not 
be utilized, 

The continuous registration legislation establishes the mechanics for a dynamic system, and Comelec 
will need time to implement this operation once the law is passed, Key features of the bill include: 
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• definition of time frames, qualifications, application procedures, records, and 
administrative authority to conduct the continuous process. 

• establishment of local, provincial, and national registration files, voter serial 
numbers, photo ID cards, and books of voters. 

• procedures for changes of name and address processing; procedures for purging the 
file, deactivating registrations for deaths or criminal convictions, and provisions for 
challenging and correcting the list; authority for verification of registration, 
examination of records. 

• mandate to computerize the voter registry and to make the computerized list of voters 
(CVL) available to candidates and political parties at reasonable fees. 

In short, the bill contains the essential elements for grounding the process of continuous voter 
registration and its computerized support system in the Philippines electoral laws. 

It is apparent to the team that passage of these two key acts -- electoral refOrm and continuous 
registration -- are prerequisjtes to Comelec' s modernization planS for the 1998 elections. Passage 
of both bills should be secured as soon as possible. 

B. Establishing Computer-based Registration and Vote Counting Systems 

Introducing computer-based systems to facilitate voter registration and vote counting functions is 
the heart of the Comelec's modernization program. Through conversion of these basic electoral 
functions to data processing and optical scanning technologies, the Comelec hopes to achieve not 
only the direct benefits of automating manual procedures -- speed, productivity, and management 
control -- but also its own "reinvention" as a decentralized, technology-oriented, and skill-based 
organization capable of hosting a modern system. 

Given the scale of the Philippines electoral system, its low level of existing technology, limitations 
on reliable electrical power and communication lines, complex geography, and extreme 
environmental conditions, the significant challenges to this major computerization project are 
apparent. The Comelec, however, has "done its homework" in preparing for the project and has 
secured the necessary funding within the Modex authorization to co<-er most of the planned costs. 

The following briefly outlines Comelec's computerization strategies in each functional area, with 
some comparative perspective drawn from related technology projects in other centralized electoral 
democracies. Section 5 and Section 6 of the report, respectively, contain separate technical 
discussions of the voter registration and vote counting computerization projects. 
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Computerizing Voter Registration 

The stated purpose of the voter registration project is "creation of a clean, complete and updated 
national list of voters. " Building this Computerized Voters' List (CVL) has been approached by 
Comelec as a "bottom up" rather than "top down" exercise, in that the national list actually consists 
of some 1,600 separate PC-based city/municipal level lists,. These may eventually become 
centralized at the provincial, regional, and national levels, but in the meantime they can support the 
election process at the local level. 

Comelec has developed voter registration software, installed PC computer sets, and focused on large 
scale training efforts to introduce the technology to 1,600+ city/municipal election officers -- many 
of whom have had no exposure whatever to computers. This approach contrasts that taken in 
Mexico, for example, which focused on computerization of the voter list in a "top down" fashion, 
aimed at creating a massive mainframe computer registry in Mexico City for some 45 million voters. 
The logic of the Philippines' approach reflects the value placed by the Comelec on building 

decentralized technical and administrative capabilities into the electoral system. 

The CVL was pilot tested in the 1994 Barangay Elections in 6 cities and 51 municipalities with over 
3 million registered voters. Nationwide expansion by early 1995 had reached some 1,500 election 
offices and over 30 million voters. For the May 1995 general election, 97% of the registry was 
computerized and the CVL was used to provide the official voter lists for the precincts. Final areas 
to be converted include parts of Mindanao, some within the ARMM, where additional technology 
must be used to encode voter's affidavits written in Arabic. 

As noted in the previous section, creation of the CVL represents data entry of the existing poor 
quality "padded" database, but it has nonetheless demonstrated the basic CVL capability to support 
election functions. The strategic impact of the project will depend on subsequent passage of the 
Continuous Registration Act, which would enable Comelec to build the "clean and updated" voter 
file intended, and to maintain it in a dynamic fashion. 

Computerizing Vote Counting and Canvassing 

The stated purpose ofthe vote counting/canvassing project is "modernization of the electoral process 
from voting to proclamation in order to reduce the risk of human eri-or or fraud and speed up the 
process of arriving at and releasing electoral results." Comelec developed its approach with the 
benefit of two 1993 studies' funded by the United Nations Development Program (UNDP), one by 

• Modernizing Philippine Elections - Part One, by Marie M. Garber, June 1993; Information 
Systems Planning Study for the Commission on Elections, by the Philippine Com'puter Society and 
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the Philippines Computer Societyl Andersen Consulting and the other by international election 
administration consultant Marie M. Garber. 

Comelec thereafter formed an evaluation tearn to review alternative systems, induding optical mark, 
punch card, and direct recording electronic (DRE) systems, and made a 1993 inspection trip to the 
United States to observe use of these various systems. The team rejected DRE systems as lacking 
a document-based ballot and judged the optical mark systems preferable to punch card systems. 

The strategy which emerged was a comprehensive one: (1) produce a machine-readable printed 
ballot with candidate names that the voter will mark; (2) replace the human "appreciation'.! of ballots 
with optical mark readers; and (3) automate the canvass -- the accumulation of precinct returns to 
contest totals at all election district levels -- as a by-product of the vote count application, via the PC 
software associated with the progranuning of the optical readers. In this model, all of the stated 
objectives are accomplished, by computerizing the most costly and technically difficult component 
of the process -- vote counting. 

The conceptual alternative to this approach is to initially computerize the less difficult component, 
the canvass. This approach would entail (1) producing a printed ballot that can be readily tallied by 
hand (as opposed to the handwritten "appreciated" ballot) and (2) programming a computer system 
to "add up" the precinct results once determined -- thus automating the canvass -- so that once the 
manually counted precinct totals are inputted, contest totals can be accumulated at all levels 
instantaneously by computer. The tradeoffs in not computerizing the vote counting process are 
significant: relief from the major costs and technical burdens of producing machine readable ballots 
and deploying an optical scanning system on a nationwide basis. 

A number of large electoral democracies engaged in computerization efforts (e.g., Mexico, 
Colombia, and Brazil'") are effectively using the latter approach -- which still allows for the addition 
of a computerized voting/counting system to fully automate the process at any future point. In 
Ghana, an interesting variation on this model is in planning for 1996 election use: manually counted 
precinct level totals will be recorded on a machine-readable precinct returns document. This 
document will then be read by an optical reader, to input precinct level data to the canvassing 
program. This third approach uses optical input, but reduces its magnitude from one document per 
voter to one document per precinct. 

.~ 

Andersen Consulting, July 1993. 

Two recent IFES studies which review technological innovations in canvass automation and results 
transmission networks, as well as potential computer voting/counting applications include: Colombia 1994 
Elections' Election Technology Assessment Report, March 24, 1995; and Brazil 1994 Elections' Election 
Technology Assessment Report, February 28, 1995. 
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Comelec is now proceeding with a pilot test phase (i.e., the ARMM election), as with the CVL 
project. Based on the pilot test experience, the viability of the present approach will be evaluated 
and decisions made regarding nationwide implementation for the 1998 elections. 

C. Strengthening Electoral and Institutional Capabilities 

Various elements in the Modex strategy focus on strengthening the institution of the Comelec as 
the driving force for implementing and sustaining the modernized electoral system. Taken as a 
group, these elements of the plan are aimed at building what can be termed the "electoral 
infrastructure" -- the people, systems, and capabilities -- necessary to support a modernized election 
process. These objectives include: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

decentralizing management, administrative, and technical capabilities to regional, 
provincial, and municipal/city level election field offices; 

establishing the management information system (MIS) capabilities needed to design 
and implement large scale technical systems; 

reorganizing, upgrading, and increasing the professionalism of Commission staff; 

improving civic education mechanisms and enhancing delivery of voter and election 
information, especially in converting to new technologies; and 

• improving major deficiencies in existing facilities, communication systems, 
transportation, and equipment. 

While lower in profile and perceived priority in addressing electoral problems, these internal 
advances are nonetheless critical to the Comelec's ability to "host" the high-tech electoral system 
ultimately envisioned. Some significant strides have been made toward these objectives. For 
example: 

• the role of the 14 regional offices in basic administration and oversight of the 
election field offices has been strengthened as part of the decentralization program. 
Procurement, personnel, and performance accountability are now directed more at 
the regional levels than centrally, while all 14 region1lf offices have been connected 
to Comelec central via specially installed fax communication lines. Enhanced 
professional capabilities of regional directors has been made a priority of central 
management with positive results. 

• the management information system division within the central planning department 
has been established as the focal point for development of information technology 
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• 

applications in the modernization program. Through this vital capability, initial 
training and technical support for decentralized computer installations have been 
achieved through the CVL program. The basic expertise for planning and directing 
the additional technology applications, and coordinating outside specialized technical 
assistance, has thus been put in place. 

an ambitious program for human resources development aimed at upgrading 
professionalism, building management skills, improving performance recognition, 
and inculcating organizational values appropriate to the unique mission of the 
electoral authority has been launched. The program has the goal of establishing a 
professional electoral service for the Comelec within the public sector bureaucracy. 

II In other areas, results have been mixed: 

II 
II 
II 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

formal reorganization plans, reflected in proposed legislation (e.g., HB 3634 & SB 
71), were developed to radically restructure Comelec central operations, upgrade 
salaries, and broadly redefine the personnel complement to build the 
management/technical skills necessary for a technology-based electoral system, but 
these have not been enacted; 

over 1,600 personal computer sets have been installed in the city/municipal election 
offices; at the same time, efforts to secure lease funding for an upgraded facility to 
replace the antiquated and counterproductive building presently housing the Comelec 
offices in Manila have been unsuccessful. 

in the area of voter education, Modex envisions a "continuing education campaign", 
a permanent system 'Of civic educatiDn to be based in the SChDDI system curricula tD 
provide ongoing inculcation of democratic pDlitical values and basic instructiDn in 
the electoral process. While the invDlvement 'Of the Department of EducatiDn, 
Culture and Sports to this end continues to be discussed, no evidence 'Of real progress 
in this area was noted by the team. 

enhancing information prDgramming capability is a distinct institutional need of the 
CDmelec, given its mandate to conduct periodic nawonal-scale vDter infDrmation 
programs and to deliver massive educational campaigns in intrDducing the new 
technical systems Greater in-hDuse technical capability seems needed for specialized 
media programming, although of outside professional support for media buying and 
production has alsD been effectively utilized. SDme funds are identified in Modex 
for Comelec "caravans" to demDnstrate the new systems to the public; yet a strategy 
to significantly upgrade the Comelec's capability in this area -- other than by 
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increased reliance on NGOs -- is not spelled out in the materials reviewed by the 
team. 

It is not always well-recognized within governing bodies. but election administration is a unique 
function of the bureaucracy with a number of critical requirements. An election is a complex 
development project -- a singular event in which a large number of critical subsystems have the 
potential to cause overall failure. Election functions are extremely time-sensitive -- they are driven 
by immutable statutory deadlines and entail interdependent requirements for 
assembly/procurement of massive materiel, training/deployment of huge temporary staff, 
coordination of massive logistical support activities, delivery ofhigh impact public services, and 
enforcement of critical tolerances in many areas. The complexity and interdependence of these 
functions and their execution against unbending legal deadlines create exceptional demand on the 
system. Assuring that adequate institutional capability exists to meet this demand is of fundamental 
importance. 

Because there are no "dress rehearsals" for elections, the level of readiness and capability going into 
the event will generally be outcome-determinative as to the success and character of the operation. 
Considering the profound national impact of an electoral event, the resources and priority conferred 

on the responsible implementing agency -- in this case, the Comelec -- should be a matter of national 
priority. Building the requisite institutional capability as outlined in the Modex plan is wise 
investment in this basic asset of the nation, 

D. The March 1996ARMM Pilot Election 

The piloting of computerized registration and voting in the March 4, 1996 ARMM election is the 
immediate focus of the Comelec's modernization program efforts, as set forth in Republic Act 8046, 
effective June 2, 1995. 

The ARMM election will be held in 83 municipalities within the four provinces ofLanao del Sur, 
Sulu, Maguindanao, and Tawi Tawi. The election will be conducted for 23 offices: regional 
governor; regional vice governor; and 21 seats in the regional assembly, with three regional 
assembly members to be elected from each of seven districts. 

Voter registration for the ARMM election, under the new Republic Act, will involve nullification 
of the existing voter list and new registration of an expected 800,00CYeligible voters in some 5,400 
precinct voting sites -- which will later be reduced in number to provide an average of 600 
registrants per voting precinct. General Registration for the ARMM election was conducted August 
19-20,1995. 

Comelec has conducted additional training of field office personnel in computer registration 
processing and will utilize the installed registration PC computer sets in these 83 election offices to 
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create the computer voter list (CVL) to be provided in advance to political parties and NGOs and 
used for voter qualification on election day, A large scale information program is mandated by the 
pilot election act, which Comelec has budgeted at PI 8,000,000 ($0,7 million), including four mobile 
"caravans" for the four provinces. The total ARMM election budget is P260,000,000 ($10.2 
million), of which PS3,000,000 ($2.08 million) is projected for vote counting/canvassing equipment. 

Vote counting and canvassing, the Comelec has determined, will be conducted using optical 
scanning technology -- in which machine-readable voted ballots are read by scanners and the results 
accumulated and printed out using personal computers which accept and accumulate data from the 
scanners via memory packs. Bids have been solicited from companies offering optical scanning 
systems and the selection process is currently in progress. 

At the time of the team's visit, Comelec appeared to have one system, Business Records 
Corporation's Optech, firmly in mind. By implication, if this system operates as planned in the 
ARMM elections it could be introduced throughout the country -- or at least in the most populous 
regions -- in the 1998 presidential and national elections. Although two other optical scan voting 
systems are now also under consideration by Comelec -- and could be utilized in the concept design 
-- the legislative description of the ballot counting process is based on anticipated use of Optech 
IIIPE technology. 

The Optech application Comelec has defined is a precinct-count optical scan system adapted for use 
in a central count environment. A minimum of two Optech IIIPE optical ballot readers (to assure 
redundancy) will be located in each of the region's 83 municipalities. The concept entails the use 
of one ballot reader for every 10,000 registered voters. Each ballot reader is equipped with a 
memory pack which is preprogrammed to read ballots and record votes for specified precincts. 
Memory packs are roughly equivalent in size to video cartridges and are programmed using the 
vendors' software to read approximately 10 precincts. After ballots are read, the memory packs are 
inserted into a PC unit with a memory pack receiver. Thereafter, summary data is transferred via 
diskette to facilitate accumulation of provincial and regional office totals -- effectively automating 
the canvass function. 

ARMM Pilot: Automated Vote Counting and Canvassing Process Overview 

I.Ball~ .~ 

• Following the registration of voters and certification of candidates, candidate lists 
and ballot quantity information are sent to the printer. 

• The law governing the pilot test permits only the National Printing Office or the 
National Bank to print the ballots. Neither office has experience printing ballots with 
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candidate names or printing ballots to tolerances and specifications required of 
machine-readable documents. 

• Ballots will be printed in English and Arabic, and will contain titles of offices and 
candidates' names in alphabetical order. They will be watermarked for security and 
serial numbers will be printed on the stubs, Ballots will be printed in quantities not 
to exceed 100% of the registered voters in a polling place, 

2. Programming 

• Memory packs will be programmed for each of the 4,915 precincts to enable the 
scanner to recognize and record votes on ballots for the precinct. Each memory pack 
can be programmed to read the results of 10 precincts. 

• Programming will also enable the results from each memory pack to be read into a 
PC and tabulated. 

• The central processing unit will be programmed to receive diskettes with precinct 
results and to further cumulate the vote totals for the entire region. 

3. Distribution 

• Comelec will distribute ballot boxes to municipal treasurers at least 10 days before 
the election and must deliver ballots to be received by BEIs at least one hour before 
the election. 

• Scanning equipment, memory pack receivers, and PCs will be transported to 
municipal counting centers. 

4. Testing 

• Seven days before the election, equipment will be tested in the presence of the 
majority and dominant minority parties. 

• After the testing, scanning machines will be locked ~ sealed, and the keys to the 
equipment will be given to the local Election Officer for safekeeping. 

5. Election Day 

• Voters will be instructed in the method of marking ballots. They will drop their 
voted ballots unfolded into the ballot box. 
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• 

• 

Voters who spoil their ballots may obtain a new one, but only one new ballot may 
be issued to a voter. 

Voters will place their thumbprints on the List of Voters and will receive an indelible 
ink mark on their right forefingers. 

6. Close of polls 

• Ballot boxes will be locked and sealed in the presence of all members of the BEl and 
poll watchers. The serial number of the seal will be entered into the precinct record. 

• The ballot boxes, with uncounted ballots, will be transported to a central counting 
place within each municipality in the ARMM region. (By law, Comelec also has the 
option of transporting ballots to counting places within the province, but it plans to 
count them at the municipal level.) 

7. At the Counting Center 

• The number of ballots is compared to the number of voters indicated on the List of 
Voters. Ballots are counted in the order of their arrival. 

• The BEl Chainnan will hand-feed ballots individually into the ballot reader--at an 
estimated rate of 40 ballots counted per minute, or 2400 per hour. The count is open 
to the public, but only the Election Officer may operate the equipment. 

• Memory packs are inserted into the receiver and the PC accumulates the totals and 
prints the precinct results as well as a Municipal Certificate of Canvass. 

• The BEl Chainnan publicly reads the results of each precinct and the Election 
Officer then prints four copies (for the Election Officer; Majority Party; Dominant 
Minority party; Ballot Box copy) of the precinct results. 

• The Municipal Certificate of Canvass is signed and thumbmarked by the BEL Seven 
copies are distributed and a diskette copy is sent to the Provincial Board of 
Canvassers. .J' 

• Ballots are returned to the ballot boxes which are locked and sealed and sent to the 
municipal Treasurer. The Election Officer receives a record of the ballot box serial 
number for each precinct. Ballot boxes are held under joint custody of the Treasurer 
and Election Officer for three months. 
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8. Provincial Board of Canvassers 

• The Provincial Board of Canvassers prints out a Certificate of Canvass for the 
regional offices and produces a Proclamation of the duly elected regional assembly 
member in the legislative districts in the province. 

• The Certificate and Proclamation are signed and thumbmarked by the Provincial 
Board of Canvassers and, where available, by watchers of the majority and dominant 
minority parties. 

9. Regional Board of Canvassers 

• The Provincial Boards of Canvassers each prepares a diskette copy of the Certificate 
of Canvass of Votes cast for regional governor and regional vice governor. 

• The Regional Board of Canvassers uses these diskettes to accumulate votes for 
governor and vice governor and proclaim the winners. 

10. Oversight Committee 

• The ARMM pilot election will be monitored by an oversight committee composed 
of three members: one from the Senate, one from the House, and one from the 
Comelec. The committee will prepare a report to the legislature within 90 days of 
the ARMM election to evaluate the implementation of the system. 

Selection of one or more optical scanning system suppliers is underway, including the writing of 
contract· specifications and preparation of an acceptance testing plan. As soon as the system (or 
systems) selected is available, development of training and operation procedures, infonnation 
program design, and system programming/testing plans must be expeditiously prepared. 

Comelec has one considerable advantage in implementing the ARMM pilot election: due to its 
limited regional scope, the agency can draw upon its nationwide and central office staff resources 
as heavily as necessary in preparing for this unique project. Shortages of time and weaknesses in 
the electoral infrastructure can be overcome to some extent in this ~ay, but this luxury of excess 
capability to devote to the computerized systems in the pilot will not, of course, be similarly 
available in 1998. 
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E. Issues of Timing in Implementing Modernization Plans 

The ARMM pilot election reflects the extreme sensitivity of the modernization program timetable 
to sources of delay in implementation decision making. The foregoing overview of what must be 
organized and put together in tenns oftechnical, administrative, training, public education, system 
testing, and program management deliverables for a March 1996 election (six months from this 
writing) indicates that time the most precious commodity in the Modex inventory . 

In stressing the importance of moving ahead swiftly so that opportunities to achieve defined 
objectives are not lost. however. some important distinctions among subject areas must be made. 
F or example, delays in the legal refonn component are unifonnly damaging because they "steal 
~" from the work of project implementation, which cannot go forward until legal requirements, 
authority, or funding are defined. In the registration computerization area, careful timing ofproject 
phases is the issue -- because the project is well underway and the coordinated phasing of its 
ongoing development will detennine its level of success. In this area, timely decision making and 
fund availability are additionally critical to implementation. 

In the area of vote count computerization, final decisions remain to be made that will drive crucial 
timing requirements. If, for example, the decision is taken to commit to full-scale nationwide 
computer ballot counting and canvass automation for 1998 -- along the lines of the Comelec 
preliminary concept being tested in the ARMM election -- there is no doubt that the required effort 
would exceed the computerized registration project in tenns of its front-end demands for accelerated 
project implementation and capability development. It would be the largest single-jurisdiction 
computerized vote count project of this sort ever attempted. On the other hand, if a lower level of 
computerization is sought initially -- for example, a manually counted pre-printed ballot with 
optically scanned precinct level totals to automate only the vote canvassing component -- the degree 
of complexity and time-sensitivity of project phasing would be reduced by a significant order of 
magnitude. 

The team thus views the problem of time-sensitivity for implementing new systems in the 1998 
elections as a paramount factor but one that is variable across the three major fronts oflegal refonn, 
computerizing voter registration, and computerizing the vote count. 

S. Technical Discussion: Computerization ofVo(er Registration 

The team is greatly impressed with the strides made by the Comelec in the Computerized Voter List 
(CVL) project to date. In roughly 18 months prior to the May 1995 election, the agency undertook: 

• installation of 1,743 total computer sets (386 PCs with printers) in 1,608 
city/municipal election offices, at a cost of P78,400,000 ($3.08 million): 
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• training of 1600+ field office personnel, with assistance in trainers' training from the 
National Statistics Office; 

• data entry of 97% of the total registration for the May 1995 election (about 34.9 
million registrants); and 

• production of official voter listings for election use in most of the country's 170,000 
precincts and for advance distribution to parties/candidates. 

These project milestones indicate that the capability now exists to nullify the existing voter list and 
build up a clean CVL through a new general registration of voters. The opportunity to demonstrate 
precisely this capability is presently ongoing in preparations for the March 4, 1996 ARMM pilot, 
following the initial general registration period for the election, held during August 19-20, 1995. 
Registration totals for the ARMM elections appear to have been reduced by about 25% from 
previous totals through nullification of the list and re-registration -- an indication of data inflation 
in the existing registry. 

Computerizing the registration component is by far the greatest potential tool Comelec can employ 
to combat the potential for fraud in the electoral process. By all accounts the team has received, the 
problems with the registration function -- leading to "padded" voter lists, inaccurate precinct 
assignments, "flying voters", substitution of voters, and voter disenfranchisement -- are cited as 
endemic to the perception and reality of fraudulent electoral practices. Employed properly, and with 
the resources necessary to maximize its impact, the CVL can become both the symbol of a renewed 
electoral integrity and an effective mechanism of administrative control. 

Registry computerization is also a fundamental "key to success" for Comelec in actualizing its plan 
to decentralize technical and administrative capacity throughout its widespread bureaucracy. By 
introducing computer processing at the municipal/city, provincial, and regional office levels, 
Comelec has begun the transfer of technical capability that will form the framework to support a 
functionally decentralized administration. Already, in this regard, the introduction of computers at 
the local level election offices is "paving the way" for parallel efforts to computerize the vote count 
and canvass functions which, though functionally separate, depend equally on increasing the 
computer literacy and technical skills of field office staff. 

Wide Area Network Concept 

The planned extension of CVL project efforts to date is to create a wide area network (WAN) that 
would interface the city/municipal election office computers with their respective provincial offices 
and, ultimately, with Manila. The network to be established is understood in concept to include a 
higher capacity PC at each provincial office with a powerful PC server installed in the central 
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Comelec office -- thus providing a centralized registrant file at the provincial level, which in tum 
could be networked centrally to produce a nationwide voter file. The 14 regional offices would also 
be included in the network, primarily to facilitate administrative controls. 

While it is not a prerequisite to computerizing the voter registration component, once the network 
is established it can increase the integrity of the registration database because duplicate registrations 
can be tracked and deleted, removing a potential source of vote fraud. In addition, once provincial 
and national centralized voter files are established, the opportunity will exist to expand software 
capabilities of the basic CVL function to comprehensive election management system applications. 

Establishment of a wide area network would also facilitate automation of the canvassing of voting 
results, through instantaneous accumulation of municipal-level, provincial and nationwide totals 
via the WAN. Until network communications are available, the presently contemplated 
computerized vote tally will still require physical transfer of diskette data from municipalities to 
provincial offices, and from there to Manila, before aggregate national totals can be generated. A 
final benefit of the WAN is in decentralizing of administrative functions such as personnel, 
procurement, financial management, and the like through network communications with the 14 
regional offices, as called for in the Modex plan. 

Budget data provided to the team indicates that Comelec's estimate for equipment and software to 
establish the network is P114 million ($4.5 million) but that this funding is llil! presently included 
in the Modex budget. In addition to the question of funding, however, inadequate existing 
communication lines pose a major obstacle to implementing a network in the near term, as the team 
understands it. A critical area for technical evaluation thus concerns the prospects for overcoming 
this obstacle and the preparation of a requirements analysis to implement a voter registration system 
WAN. Comelec has indicated that current network establishment efforts of other government 
agencies, in conjunction with use of in-country professional expertise, should enable the network 
project to proceed, assuming the necessary funding authorization. 

Potential Evolution of the CVL Capability 

Critical to the impact of the registry computerization project on the effective modernization of the 
electoral system is the passage of the Continuous Voter Registration proposal by the Congress. 
Continuous registration is the best pathway to developing a decentzalized operation and the only 
road to sustaining the integrity of the voter registration files. 

This is the case, first, because once the registry is nullified and rebuilt, it will quickly lose currency 
-- and integrity -- if it cannot be maintained on a continuing basis by the addition of new voters, 
purging of inactive records, removal of deaths and felony convictions, updating for changes of name 
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and address, and the further adjustment of the list through the ongoing scrutiny of the various 
interested parties. 

Second, the additional decentralized work activity that will be set in motion with a legal mandate 
for continuous voter registration services at the local level will significantly change the operation 
of the city/municipal Election Offices. In the existing periodic registration system, it is the BEl 
registration teams -- not the Comelec election offices -- that perform general registration at the 
polling sites. A switch to continuous registration would thus necessarily bolster the functionality 
and capability of the 1,600+ local election offices, further reinforcing the decentralized electoral 
infrastructure. 

But beyond the role of a continuously maintained CVL in promoting election integrity and 
strengthening decentralized administration, a folly computerized registration fonction has the 
potential to become the basis for comprehensive automation of election management information 
and operations. As a result of the CVL project, the Comelec has established the basic capabilities 
to provide timely voter lists and statistics to candidates and parties, to readily determine ballot 
requirements, to manage polling site logistics and staffing, to maintain voting history per registrant, 
and to perform voter file maintenance in the anticipated "continuous registration" system. 

Ultimately, the computerized voter registration file -- with the development of more sophisticated 
software and additional hardware -- can form the hub of an automated total election management 
system encompassing additional functions such as generation of mailings and sample ballots, support 
of photo ID processing, geographic information and boundary definition, absentee voting, candidate 
qualification, campaign finance tracking, inventory and records management, election personnel and 
facilities control, in addition to the vote tallying and canvassing functions. 

For this evolution to occur, additional resources are needed in the voter registration area -
resources that would enable Comelec to continue to build on the CVL project, phasing in additional 
new capabilities over time. Two instances discussed below -- the photo ID and "sample ballot" 
requirements -- exemplify how immediate problems can be solved by building on the CVL capability 
if decisions onfunding and project timing can be effectively coordinated. 

Identification ofVoterslPhoto ID Requirement 
.<' 

The statutory mandate for provision of a photo ID to every voter, pursuant to their registration, has 
been an important system integrity requirement that the Comelec has never had adequate capability 
or funding to effectively address. Such voter identification requirements are both labor-intensive 
and expensive. In Mexico, for example, where the Instituto Federal Electoral made creation of a 
new, highly secure photo ID a priority in its 1994 presidential general election, costs were nearly 
three-quarters of a billion dollars for its electorate of 45 million voters. 
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Two basic approaches have been identified in the Philippines: 

• a photo ID based on Polaroid photography and the Land Transfer Office (drivers 
license) ID system, which has an estimated cost of PIOO-140 per voter, or a 
minimum ofP3.7 billion ($148 million) for an estimated 37 million registered voters 
nationwide, exclusive of hardware costs. 

• a printed paper ID card with a voter-provided photo (photography provided where 
voter has no photo) pasted on and hot laminated; estimated in the range of P65 per 
voter or P2.4 billion ($96 million) nationwide. 

he latter technique is being used for the ARMM election -- but problems are expected with adequacy 
of photo intake through local photographers. These projected costs dwarf the entjre Modex current 
5-year budget of$56 million. 

The Comelec staff has recommended against either option for national implementation as too 
expensive and oflirnited real benefit. For a future nationwide voter ID program, Comelec's technical 
committee has devised a unique innovation whereby the photo, thumbprint, and signature of each 
voter would be hand scanned into the CVL database and then printed on the voter list used at the 
polls. This would create a highly secure qualification document for the poll workers to use in 
verifying the identity of each voter, and could also be used to generate an inexpensive voter ID card 
containing these images, as a non-laminated laser-printed paper card. 

Indications are that this system could be implemented at a greatly reduced cost -- essentially the 
expenditure for scanners and laser printers for all field offices. This is a major potential output of 
the CVL project that can be created from the existing capability through software development and 
hardware acquisition. It is an indication of the direction that continuing development in the registry 
computerization area should take -- and of how great the benefits can be. 

Sample Ballot "Voter Information Sheet" 

As noted elsewhere, a pre-election mandate for the May 1995 election required issuance by Comelec 
of a "voter information sheet" (VIS) -- containing the voter's precinct location, voting instructions, 
and the candidate/office listing (i.e., sample ballot) for the voter's precinct. This requirement will 
continue to apply under the proposed legislation of the Comelec. 

In the 1995 pre-election effort, many voters did not receive the information sheet before the 
election, mainly because Election Offices had to address by hand the 37 million mailers, leaving 
inadequate time for effective postal delivery in many cases. Clearly, information mailer generation 
is a function that can be incorporated into the CVL capability, by the development of software and 
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the addition of mailer processing capabilities -- at a minimum the printing of machine-applicable 
labels, or the creation of a datatape for external mailer production. Similarly, if candidate 
qualification information were eventually to be handled on the registration computer system, the 
processing capability would exist to generate the entire VIS document in mailable form directly off 
the system. 

Like the photo ID requirement, the VIS function demonstrates the great potential of a computerized 
voter registration system to automate in a comprehensive fashion the operations and management 
functions of the electoral process. In designing and implementing the CVL project, Comelec has 
completed the basic first step toward this end and should continue to build upon it. In this regard, 
the staff may also wish to examine a number of commercially available total election management 
registration software systems -- much as was done in examining the options for vote counting 
systems -- to gain the benefit of reviewing the existing technology in perfecting their own design. 

6. Technical Discussion: Computerization of Vote Counting & Canvass Functions 

Comelec is poised to embark on an ambitious effort to computerize both the vote counting function 
and the vote canvass system. The anticipated benefits of this comprehensive project are 

• speed of the count and canvass; 
• integrity of the process; 
• credibility of the results. 

The proposed system is expected to decrease to about three days a process that took 29 days in 1995, 
while reducing the human intervention that spawned allegations of irregularities. A major advantage 
of the proposal is the elimination of the handwritten ballots and the accompanying troublesome 
disputes about their interpretation by poll workers. Another critical feature is the automation of the 
canvass process during which summary vote totals were reportedly altered, either at the municipal 
or provincial level. Printing candidates' names on the ballot and automating the canvass are the two 
most salient steps in achieving the objectives of speed, integrity, and credibility. 

After considerable research, Comelec conceived an automation strategy, which it is preparing to 
pilot test in the March 1996 ARMM election. A conceptual overview of the proposed system 
planned for the pilot election is contained in Section 4.D of this report. Essentially, the system 
involves the replacement of handwritten "appreciated" ballots with pre-printed ballots which contain 
the names of all candidates and which can be read electronically. Ballots are to be transported from 
the precincts and counted in municipal counting centers, where local results will be announced. The 
municipal-level results will be forwarded to provincial centers, then on to the regional electoral 
office for accumulation of votes for the offices of regional governor and vice governor. In a national 
election, the results would be accumulated for elections of officers at these jurisdictional levels and 
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would also be sent to Comelec for the accumulation of votes for President, Vice President and 
Senator. 

Three optical scan voting systems are currently being considered for possible use in the ARMM 
election, of which two are expected to be selected for testing in the pilot: Business Records 
Corporation's (BRC's) Optech IIIPE; American Information Systems' (AJS's) Model 150 and Model 
550; and National Computer Systems International's (NCSI's) OpScan models 7/354 and 5/558. 
A comparative description of each system is included further below. 

Infrastructure Considerations 

It is important to note that any voting system must be assessed against the backdrop of the local 
environment in which it is to be adapted. Therefore, before examining the proposed systems, it is 
essential to consider the physical, administrative, and technical infrastructure required to implement 
a voting system. 

The three systems under consideration by Comelec pre-suppose an infrastructure which may be 
lacking in the Philippines at present. For example, legislation enacted to authorize the pilot program 
mandates in-country ballot printing, either by the national printing office or the national bank. 
While this is a reasonable requirement which should prove expeditious and economical over time, 
neither facility currently has extensive experience with the complicated process of election printing, 
in particular the rigors of producing machine-readable ballots. 

Furthermore, administrative infrastructure, while improving, is still inadequate. Operation of 
computerized ballot counting systems at the municipal level requires personnel skilled in the 
maintenance, testing, and operation of sophisticated equipment and software. This capability does 
not emerge overnight, particularly on the scale envisioned in the pilot program and its anticipated 
extension throughout the country. 

Ballot printing demands strict precision in listing all candidates' names, correctly spelled and in the 
required order, within an extremely short and inflexible time period. Moreover, this must be done 
for a vast multitude of ballot types, i.e., for the Philippines there will have to be different ballots for 
each of the 1,600+ cities and municipalities. Ifballots are to be read electronically, the process is 
further complicated by absolute intolerance--within 1II00th to 1/5;OOOth of an inch--for error in 
press registration and ink control, for example. 

A minimal physical infrastructure is essential to ensure proper transportation and storage of sensitive 
electronic equipment. And a reliable power supply, which is critical to electronic systems, is lacking 
in most areas of the country. Telephone communication, in the event of problems or questions, is 
lacking in many areas as well. 
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Without proper infrastructure of this nature, it is risky at best to impose a "high-tech" ballot counting 
system on a "low-tech" -- or even "no-tech" -- base. Thus, the question emerges whether the 
objectives of speed, integrity, and credibility can be accomplished short of implementing a high-tech 
ballot counting and canvassing system. The team believes that they can and, at least in the short 
tenn, should. 

AnalYsis of Objectives 

As noted above, computerization of the vote counting and canvass process has been proposed to 
achieve three key objectives: speed, integrity, and credibility. We examine these objectives and the 
likelihood of a proposed voting system to reasonably achieve them. 

We turn first to a critical examination of the important objective of increasing the speed with which 
results are declared. This examination poses the question, faster than what? Faster than the 29 days 
necessary to proclaim the results of the 1995 election? As fast as possible? Or as fast as current law 
presently pennits, given that no official proclamation can be issued prior to the receipt of all physical 
records. In the case of national elections, this means all election return documents must be received 
in Manila before national results are proclaimed -- a process Comelec estimates takes at least three 
days. 

One of the three voting systems proposed for use in the ARMM election involves the use of precinct 
ballot readers in a central count environment. This system requires ballots to be hand-fed into 
scanners at a relatively slow rate of approximately 40 per minute, per machine. The other two utilize 
equipment designed for use in a central count environment. Ballots are fed automatically into the 
scanners, at rates ranging from about 58 ballots per minute to a faster rate of approximately 400 
ballots per minute. 

Voting systems exist which are capable of counting at much higher rates. Punch card systems, for 
example, employ card readers that operate at a rated speed of approximately 1,000 cards per minute. 
Results are capable of transmission to a central location almost instantaneously. A higher speed 
ballot counting system necessitates fewer scanners, card readers, and other electronic equipment, 
generally resulting in lower costs and imposing a lesser burden on the country's administrative and 
physical infrastructure. Yet, unless election administrators are able to proclaim results based on 
electronic transmission of results -- even semi-official or partial results -- little is gained by the 
increased speed. -~ 

If a high-speed count avails little, it may be wise to avoid the cost and complexity of a fully 
automated count. Unless legislation is enacted to pennit the release of electronically transmitted 
results, we suggest Comelec consider a possible interim solution. Under this scenario, preprinted 
ballots are manually counted at the precinct level, transcribed onto a scanable document and 
accumulated electronically. This method automates the canvass but not necessarily the count. 
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The second objective in modernizing the counting and canvassing process is to ensure the integrity 
of the process. In the course of numerous, wide-ranging discussions, we learned that the greatest 
threat to the integrity of the May 1995 election came during the canvassing process when precinct 
tally sheets were accumulated centrally. Abuse at this stage is more economical because it involves 
payoffs to fewer people and offers the advantage of wholesale, rather than piecemeal, alteration of 
election results. In contrast to abuse at the canvassing stage, manipulation at the precinct level 
demands that individual votes are bought and precinct inspectors and poll watchers are enlisted at 
an individual level difficult for.the political manipulators to enforce. Automation of the canvass, 
by removing most of the human intervention, has a high potential for reducing manipulation of the 
process -- provided that pre-election programming is conducted honestly and competently and that 
appropriate administrative safeguards are in place. 

The integrity of the ballot counting process will likely be increased simply by preprinting candidates' 
names on the ballot. However, the optical scan systems Comelec is presently considering are 
susceptible both to voter error and to manipulation by someone other than the voter. All three 
systems in question require voters to mark ballots in a particular manner, i.e., joining the ends of an 
arrow or darkening an oval or rectangle. And the ballots must be marked with a particular type of 
pencil or pen. If voters fail to mark as instructed or fail to use an instrument with the specified type 
of ink or lead, their votes may not be recorded. A determined miscreant could give an "undesirable" 
voter the wrong instrument to mark the ballot or could surreptitiously mark the voter's ballot, either 
to vote, overvote, or otherwise invalidate it. This was a concern expressed by several persons the 
team interviewed. 

To ensure the integrity of the voting process, Comelec must also deal with a curious provision of 
the modernization law, namely that ballots must be dropped unfolded into the ballot box. Unless 
that provision of the law can be changed to permit ballots to be folded by the voter, some method 
will have to be devised to ensure voters' ballots are not scrutinized as they are deposited. Secrecy 
sleeves could be used; however this is an additional cost to be factored into the overall expense of 
the automation project. 

Next, we examine the third objective of automation, establishing the credibility of the result. 
Credibility of election results depends upon several factors: the accuracy of the voter rolls, the 
presence of poll watchers, the impartial functioning of the BEl, the speed and reliability of the 
canvass, and -- perhaps most importantly -- the prompt and vigorous enforcement of any suspected 
wrongdoing. Automation alone cannot confer credibility upon the ~ectoral process. Clean voter 
registration lists, honest and competent management of ballot counting and canvassing software, and 
swift and sure enforcement of violations are the most essential factors. 

Upon reviewing the objectives and the most immediate and effective means of accomplishing them, 
we conclude that the use of printed ballots and the automation of the canvass are the two most 
critical ingredients. However, automation of the ballot counting process may be less urgent, given 
the tremendous cost of this element of the proposal. Cost figures to automate the ballot count and 
canvass in the ARMM election are budgeted at P53,000,000 ($2.08 million), pending the outcome 
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of the bidding process, and Comelec estimates the basic cost of automating the process for the entire 
nation to approximate P625 million ($25 million). 

This cost, combined with the administrative difficulties an automated count imposes on an 
underdeveloped infrastructure, leads the team to urge caution and fuller experimentation with 
automated counting and canvassing regardless of the outcome of the automated pilot test in the 1996 
ARMM election. The proposed scale of the 1998 automation is massive, and the costs and risks may 
be significantly reduced by exploring possible alternatives -- both those presented in this report and 
others. A headlong rush to judgment could be expensive and embarrassing. 

Comparison of Alternative Optical Scanning Systems 

I BRG's Qptech WE Qptical Scan Precinct-Count Voting System 

At the time of the team's visit to Manila, this appeared to be Comelec's preferred choice of voting 
systems. The Optech IIIPE is a 47-lb. optical scan ballot reader designed for use by voters at the 
polling place but intended by Comelec to be used in a central count environment. 

Ballot readers are capable of optically reading one or both sides of ballots. The system utilizes a 
single ballot on which names of candidates appear. The ballots vary in length (12" to 22") and width 
(one, two or three columns up to 9 3/4") to accommodate various types of elections and are printed 
on 110 lb. card stock. Ballots are voted using a specific type of pen or pencil to draw a line to 
connect two sides of an arrow. At least 500 candidate and measure positions are available on each 
ballot. Ballots are fed manually into the readers at an estimated rate of 40 per minute. 

As noted above, the modernization law precludes folding ballots, yet this is essential to ensure 
secrecy. It should be noted that if Optech ballots are folded, this must be done during the production 
process. Prescored folds must be used to prevent fold marks from intersecting voting positions as 
this affects the validity of the vote. 

Ballot readers are equipped with memory packs which are programmable devices, roughly the size 
of video cartridges. The memory packs are programmed using EMS and AERO software and are 
then inserted into readers for ballot counting. After the ballot reader prints out the results of its 
count, the memory pack is removed and transferred to a memory pacl( receiver for accumulation of 
vote totals by jurisdiction. 

Battery back-up, a necessity particularly in the Philippines, is not standard equipment on the Optech 
I1IPE; however, scanners can be retrofitted with battery back-up capability. Estimates of the 
duration of run-time using back up batteries range from two to eight hours. One large U.S. user 
expressed reservations about the equipment's reliability when running on a battery, due to the 
possibility that reduced voltage may affect the validity of the count. The team recommends vigorous 
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testing of the battery back-up capability during the acceptance testing process. Small generators may 
be an effective alternative to batteries. 

There are two significant advantages of this system: 

• The Optech IIlPE system is proven technology, is considered durable, and is capable of 
withstanding the rigors of transportation and humidity. It is capable of being stored at 
temperatures of 120F to 130F and can be operated at temperatures as high as 99F, 

• The system can be adapted to varying sizes of electoral jurisdictions. In very small 
municipalities, one ballot reader would suffice; however, Comelec correctly considers it 
prudent to have a minimum of two readers for back-up. In larger jurisdictions, ballot readers 
can be added to handle an increased volume of ballots. 

The system has some notable disadvantages as well: 

• In 1988 an independent consumer products research agency, ECRI, evaluated all voting 
systems available at that time. The ECRI study cited the most serious shortcoming of optical 
scan systems in general, and Optech readers in piuticular, as the potential for inaccurate 
marking by voters. 

Voters can invalidate their ballots by mismarking them, i.e., by not connecting the two parts 
of the arrow in the proper fashion. Their ballots may also be invalidated if the wrong pen 
is used. Red ink, for example, cannot be used imd certain blue and black inks will not read. 
Most pencils can be used; however, pencil marks are more readily smudged and smeared, 
also causing votes to be improperly tabulated. Because ECRI considered this system the 
easiest to misread, it recommended use of this system "only for jurisdictions that undertake 
voter education on an ongoing basis." 

• The system is designed to read ballots at the precinct. By adapting it to read centrally, two 
advantages are lost: 

a) if a voter overvotes or undervotes the ballot, it is rejected by the reader, but too late to 
return it to the voter for proper marking. By rejecting overvotes and undervotes, the system 
at least partially compensates for voter error; however, thili feature cannot be used in a 
central count environment. 

b) each ballot is hand-fed into the reader, sacrificing speed of counting. Higher counting 
speeds could be achieved with other voting equipment which may yield greater efficiencies, 
especially in highly urbanized areas. 
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2. AIS Central Count Optical Scan Models 150 and 550 

American Infonnation Systems of Omaha, Nebraska offers several models of an optical scanning 
system designed to be used in a central count environment. Two models, the 150 and the 550, are 
under consideration by Comelec. Both are automatic feed devices which read ballots at a rated 
speed of 150 ballots per minute and 400 ballots per minute, respectively. 

Software embedded in each optical ballot reader produces output in hardcopy and on diskette. If the 
ballot reader is linked to a PC at the counting center, results can be transmitted electronically via 
modem to another central location for further accumulation of results. Alternatively, the results are 
stored on diskette and delivered to the central tabulation system which cumulates results using a 
standard 486 PC and AlS's Election Reporting System (ERS). 

AIS ballots are a fixed size, 8 112" x 14" with a total of216 voting positions on both sides of the 
ballot. Although the ballot capacity is smaller than Optech ballots, they are somewhat less 
expensive and may be easier to print locally. AlS ballots are produced on 80 lb. stock, and the 
company provides base ballot stock with timing marks already printed. The local printer merely has 
t6 complete the ballot by affixing candidate infonnation and ovals which the voter darkens to 
indicate his or her voting choice. Ballots can be folded by voters, as folds on voting positions do 
not affect the scanner's ability to detect votes. 

The equipment is not retrofitted with battery back-up, but power outages do not result in loss of data. 
As with other proposed voting systems, some method of ensuring a continuous count, such as the 
installation of small generators, should be explored. 

The AIS system has its advantages: 

• Like the Optech system, the AlS system is proven technology capable of withstanding 
extremes of temperature and humidity during transportation, storage, and operation. 

• Ballot counting speed is higher for this system than for the other optical scan systems under 
consideration by Comelec. This could result in reduced purchasing and programming costs 
because fewer readers and related equipment are needed. Real efficiencies could be realized 
if this system were utilized in an area covering very large municipalities or multiple 
municipalities. .,< 

• Ballot production may be slightly cheaper and somewhat less complex because of the weight 
of the stock and the use of base stock by the local printer. If folded ballots are to be allowed, 
this would not be additional expense in the production process as voters may hand-fold the 
ballots without jeopardizing their votes. 
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• Though still susceptible to mismarking and surreptitious marking, ballots are considered 
relatively user friendly because voters are more accustomed to marking ovals than 
connecting arrows. 

The disadvantages of the AIS system are: 

• Ballot capacity is smaller than the Optech ballot. 

• Equipment costs are higher unless a greater degree of centralization can be effected. 

3 NCSl Central Count QgScan Models 7/354 and 5/558 

National Computer System International, with offices in Richmond, Virginia and Eden Prairie, 
Minnesota offers an OMR voting system utilizing specialized OpScan readers and Intelection 
software to read and interpret ballots. The tallying and reporting system operates on a standard 
PC-based system, using AT compatible hardware with 386 or higher capacity, with a DOS operating 
system. 

NCSI markets a series ofOpScan ballot readers of varying speeds and capacities. At the low end, 
ballot readers accept ballots which are hand-fed individually. These readers can be used in a 
precinct or central count environment. At the high end, OpScan equipment is capable of reading 
more than 160 ballots per minute. NCSI is proposing that Comelec use OpScan models 7/354 and 
51558 which read at rates of 58 and 83 ballots per minute, respectively. 

OpScan ballots may vary in size, ranging from 2.5" x 5" to 9" x 14" with a maximum number of 260 
voting positions on both sides of the ballot. Ballots are printed on 60 lb. stock with timing and 
forms identification marks in addition to candidate information. Voters darken a rectangle or oval 
using a pen or pencil. 

Once ballots for a particular precinct are scanned, the operator transmits information via serial cable 
to a PC for tabulation and reporting. Alternatively, summary results can be stored on a standard 
diskette and transmitted manually to a larger PC for further accumulation of vote totals. 

OpScan advantages are: 

• A slightly faster counting speed than Optech. 

• Potentially less expensive ballots due to lighter weight ballot stock and varying sized ballots. 
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OpScan disadvantages are: 

• The system has not been tested according to the rigorous test criteria to which the Optech 
and AIS systems have been subjected. Its durability under temperature and humidity 
extremes is therefore unknown. 

Other Alternatiye Systems 

/ Manual CQunt with Automated Canyass 

It may be possible to achieve a faster count and more accurate and secure canvass by using a 
preprinted ballot in combination with an automated canvass. In such a system, candidates' names 
are preprinted on paper ballots to alleviate the tedious "appreciation" process. They are counted 
manually, either at the precinct or at a central counting center, and precinct results are transcribed 
onto scannable forms. 

Such a system involves OMR input using accountable forms capable of being optically read. These 
forms can be designed using off-the-shelf software packages to allow camera-ready design and 
printing on a standard laser printer. After precinct results are transcribed onto the scannable forms, 
they are transmitted to a provincial or regional center for computerized accumulation and summary 
of results. The estimated rate at which documents can be scanned is 500 to 10,000 per hour, 
depending on the level of equipment used. The tallying and reporting system use standard PC, 
interface, and printing equipment. Use of this system could be explored, either as an alternative to 
a fully automated vote counting process (only the canvass would be automated), or for use in less 
populous provinces. 

The system uses printed ballots which are manually tabulated and therefore much easier and cheaper 
to print. This may be advantageous while the local printer is gaining experience in election printing. 
It also involves a less voluminous automation process. Rather than automating the count of more 
than 25 million ballots, only 170,000 forms (one from each precinct) would be scanned and 
accumulated. The team contemplates the use of such a system as an inexpensive solution to address 
two major problems encountered in the 1995 election: the slow appreciation of ballots due to 
handwritten names, and allegations of tampering during the canvass process. It would also eliminate 
the transportation of uncounted ballots which might be subject to tatnpering. 

2, Punch Card Systems 

Printed punch card systems may afford greater security of individual votes cast and offer a speedier 
count. Depending on the number of offices and candidates in an election, one or more ballot cards 
may be required. Use of this system should be explored, particularly in populous regions. 
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Use of a punch card system was not fully explored by Comelec because, at the time of the 1992 
elections, all 24 senators were up for election involving over 160 candidates. Because a single 
printed punch card is limited to 76 positions, the 1992 elections could not be accommodated. 
Subsequent elections for senators are now staggered: in 1995, only 12 of the 24 Senate seats were 
on the ballot with a total of 28 candidates which could be readily accommodated on a single card. 

Based on candidate information supplied by Comelec and summarized above, it appears that a major 
national and local election could be printed using three cards. One printed punch card system, 
Datavote, offers an extremely accurate voting method that guards against surreptitious marking of 
ballots. This system utilizes a mechanical punching device to make a positive mark on· the ballot. 
While ballots are transported uncounted to centralized counting location, any attempt to vote or 
overvote a card could not be accomplished without use of the lever punching device. 

Punch card ballots contain the names of candidates to provide an audit trail and are similar to 
IBMlHollerith cards. Card readers tabulate ballots at a rated speed of up to 1,000 ballots per minute 
which, for a three-ballot card election, equates to over 300 voter choice sets per minute. The team 
believes a system such as this could speed the count in a highly urbanized area where numerous 
precincts could be transported to a central counting site. 

7. General Evaluation and Recommendations 

The team's principal conclusions, based on the foregoing findings and supporting data, are listed by 
category below. Where specific recommendations have been formulated, these are also stated. 

I. Modernization Program 

• The Comelec has formulated and set in motion a comprehensive election reform and 
modernization program that has attained core funding and broad-based governmental and 
public support -- with a timetable of completion for the May 1998 synchronized national 
elections. 

• Comelec has made a total commitment to the goals of enhancing the electoral process and 
assuring. its ~~parency and fairne~s: Senior manageme.nt a~ears dedicate~, crea~ive, and 
demandmg m Its pursUIt of posItive change. Clanty of purpose, eVIdent m-depth 
preparation, and a strong sense of direction characterize the concerted efforts of the agency 
to bring about reform. 

• Significant obstacles to successful implementation of the modernization program exist. 
These include: delay in achieving necessary legislative changes; a legacy of mistrust and 
electoral manipulation; the massive scale of the synchronized election; the lack of adequate 
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decentralized technical capabilities; the need for additional funding in key project areas; and 
the short time available for the complex modernization program. 

• Two proposed bills re-submitted by the Comelec to the Congress -- overall electoral process 
reforms and Continuous Registration of voters -- are critical to the success of the 
modernization program; while all six proposed bills in the current legislative package are 
important to electoral democracy, these two bills in particular need to be passed as soon as 
possible. 

2. Computerization of Voter Registration 

• The computerized voter registration system can be the Comelec' s most powerful tool in 
establishing the credibility of the electoral process, managing election operations, deterring 
election fraud, and building the decentralized technical/administrative infrastructure needed 
to support ongoing automation of the electoral system. . 

• Comelec has made impressive strides in establishing a computerized voter list (CVL) 
capability with installation of computer sets in each of the 1,600+ municipalities, software 
development and training of all municipal election officers. To realize the full benefits of 
the conversion, Continuous Registration is needed so that data integrity will be maintained 
over time; in addition, a reliable communications infrastructure is lacking but highly 
desirable to maximize administrative control and increase database integrity at the provincial 
and national levels. 

• To realize the potential of a computerized voter registry which would form the hub of an 
automated total election management system, it will be necessary to build significant new 
capabilities around the core CVL function which now exists through further software 
development and hardware acquisition. 

• Essential elements of the computerized voter registration program appear to be unfunded in 
the 5-year modernization program budget, namely a system for voter identification based on 
a scanned photo ID capability and establishment of the necessary wide area network (WAN) 
to support centralized voter files at the provincial and national levels. 

Recommendations: 

2.1 Wide Area Network Development. The importance of this infrastructure to computerization and 
decentralization goals makes it a priority for development. Key requirements include: 

a. Redirect available funding or seek new Modex project authorization for the estimated 
P 114 million ($4.5 million) needed for network hardware/software. 
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b. Obtain assistance from other government agencies experienced in network 
communications establishment and seek technical expertise from the Philippine 
Computer Society or other private sector resources to conduct a requirements 
analysis for assessing feasibility and the extent to which networking is viable for the 
purposes intended. 

2.2 Registration Processing C;wability. 

a. Redirect available funding or seek new Modex project funds for presently unfunded 
projects related to CVL capability expansion, including: high power PC servers to 
support centralized registration files at provincial or national levels; scanners, 
printers, and software to implement the photo ID concept and support the automated 
issuance of voter information sheets. 

b. Consider examining commercially available U.S. voter registration software 
packages andlor PC database applications developed in other centralized electoral 
democracies in planning the future evolution of computer registration capability 
toward automated total election management system. 

c. Plan actively for the anticipated conversion to Continuous Registration which will 
radically alter the operation of field election offices at the municipal/city levels. 
Anticipate major impacts on staffing requirements, work process, and computer 
system reliance -- especially in terms of record-updating transactions. 

d. Consider the relatively small portion of the Modex resources that are presently 
dedicated to the CVL in comparison to the vote-counting application. In the event 
that nationwide automation of the vote count process should be deferred -- e.g., if 
only the canvass process is initially automated -- seek expedited expansion of 
registration computerization functions instead. 

3. Computerization of Vote Counting and Canvass Functions 

• Problems experienced with delay, inaccuracy, and manipulation in vote counting have as 
their primary sources the requirement for "appreciation" (deciphering) of handwritten ballots 
and the error-prone, vulnerable, time-consuming process ofofuanually canvassing election 
returns at municipal, provincial, and national levels. 

• Comelec has devised a technical solution to these difficulties based on automating the vote 
counting function by use of a pre-printed, hand-fed, optically-scanned ballot to be read by 
machine at municipal counting centers. The initial input of the voted ballots would produce 
all vote data needed to generate the complete election canvass without further human 
intervention, as well as to maximize speed and the security of the results accumulation 
process. 
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• While the proposed system concept is both innovative and closely tailored to the existing 
electoral process, it is expensive at -- $25 million -- in basic initial costs for a nationwide 
system; it requires printing of tolerance-critical optical scan ballots at an unprecedented 
scale; it involves significant machine programming and testing capability at the local level 
where present capabilities and physical infrastructure are limited; and it locks the country 
into a single counting system that is relatively slow and may not be appropriate for high 
volume areas like Metro Manila. 

• An alternative approach that can be considered to reduce complexity, risk, and costs is to 
take a first step by using a pre-printed manually-counted ballot that can be easily tallied 
without the need for "appreciation" of handwritten names. The manual precinct count can 
then be converted to an optical scan data entry document that essentially automates the vote 
canvass process without a machine-read ballot. Advantages are reduced ballot printing 
complexity, simplification of programming and testing, major savings on equipment outlays, 
and preservation of flexibility to introduce a variety of higher-capacity ballot-reading 
systems in the future as determined by broad-based pilot tests. 

• Introducing technology in vote counting must be accompanied by careful development of 
administrative safeguards. This is essential both to correct human errors that occur in the use 
of the system and to defeat any attempt to corrupt its integrity. In this regard, stringent pre
election accuracy/logic and public demonstration testing, as well as software and database 
auditing procedures, are essential. 

Recommendations . 

3.1 Alternative Approach. The proposed approach automates the vote count as well as the canvass. 
While the team considers this an ambitious and worthwhile undertaking in the long run, it may not 
be absolutely necessary, or even desirable, to attempt as early as 1998. The team recommends a 
pre-printed, manually-counted ballot and initial automation of the canvass as the initial step towards 
a process of vote count automation in which a variety of system alternatives can be explored. 

3.2 Machine-readable Ballot Production. Ballot printing is a precise and demanding process, and 
optical scan ballots pose a particular challenge. Tolerances are extremely demanding, and the 
location of timing marks on the ballots is critical to the scanner's ability to interpret votes. Ballot 
printing was described by one optical scan system user as a "huge obstacle" to successful 
implementation who emphasized the need, especially under very humid conditions, to allow ballot 
card stock to be acclimatized prior to printing. 

a. Comelec and the National Printing Office should seek technical assistance from an 
experienced election printer immediately upon final determination of the systems to 
be included in the pilot election . 
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3.3 System Acceptance and Pre-Election Test Design. 

a. Seek technical assistance immediately to advise Comelec in contract negotiations 
with system vendors. Independent consultants with experience in testing equipment 
would offer useful guidance in drafting maintenance and testing portions of the 
contract. The team recommends, for example, Robert Naegele of Granite Creek 
Technologies, a national expert in voting equipment and software. 

b. Upon final negotiation of the contract, seek technical advice in training Comelec 
staff in the principles and techniques of acceptance testing. At this time, or possibly 
at a future time -- approximately one to two months prior to the election -- the 
technical advisor should offer assistance and training in the design and 
implementation of election-specific logic and accuracy testing. 

3.4 System Security. Several recommendations are noted that affect overall security of the voting 
system before and during operation. 

a. The systems under consideration by Comeiec require the transportation of uncounted 
ballots to counting centers. Optical scan ballots are somewhat more susceptible to 
surreptitious marking than ballots used in other voting systems. Security of the 
ballots must be ensured at all times. 

b. Secrecy of unfolded ballots as they are dropped into the ballot box must be ensured. 
This is achievable by use of an opaque paper sleeve. The new law does not permit 
folding, and ballots to be read on Optech readers cannot be folded except on 
prescored folds which would be an added expense in the ballot production process. 
Ballots to be counted by the AIS readers can be folded without jeopardizing their 
readability. However, if the law cannot be amended to permit unfolded ballots, a 
sleeve should also be used. 

c. Ballot readers should be tested for zero totals and logic and accuracy immediately 
prior to use on election day. Although the plan is to test seven days before the 
election and lock the equipment, the team considers this inadequate to ensure against 
possible tampering in the interim. 

.-' 

d. Because of frequent power outages, pre-election testing should include vigorous 
testing of battery back-up units installed on Optech readers. Similarly, small 
generators should be considered for use with AIS and OpScan readers. 

e. Power outages may compel the manual addition of votes during an election canvass. 
However, manual entry of vote totals subjects the system to potential manipulation. 
Comelec technicians should design a real time audit trail for all manual entries as 
well as administrative safeguards against unauthorized entry and tampering. 
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4. The March 1996 ARMM Election Pilot Test 

• Planning for the March 1996 ARMM election pilot of the computer registration and vote 
counting systems must proceed on an extremely fast track, especially in the vote counting 
area, in which final decisions on a supplier are pending. The ARMM election presents 
unique problems and limitations which make it less than an ideal pilot, and the risk of 
upsetting the timetable for 1998, should problems occur, is a reality. 

• The ARMM election nonetheless provides a reasonable opportunity to test the system 
concept developed by the Comelec and to define administrative procedures for its use, Due 
to the limited scope of the regional election, the Comelec can overcome to some extent the 
shortages of time and infrastructure by concentrating its nationwide and central office 
resources on the pilot. 

Recommendations: 

4.1 The ARMM pilot can be used to effectively evaluate the selected system(s) -- but in 
formulating a post-ARMM decision as regards 1998 nationwide implementation, the alternatives 
to committing to any single system should be carefully re-considered, 

4,2 Consider the option of renting or leasing vote-counting equipment for the ARMM pilot election 
to avoid premature financial commitment. This would allow for further experimentation with other 
voting systems which may be applied in different areas of the country. 

4.3 Consider extending the period of general registration for the ARMM elections to supplement 
the two days (August 19-20, 1995) already provided, in order to afford greater opportunity for 
citizens to register -- perhaps as a way of also making the point that open and continuous registration 
is what is really needed. 

4.4 Consider the value of obtaining immediate technical assistance (per recommendation 3.3 above) 
to assure that contract comprehensiveness, compliance/acceptance benchmark testing, and 
subsequent pre-election functionality of all acquired systems are designed/executed in accordance 
with vote-counting system standards. 

4.5 Relative to ballot printing and security of automated vote countil1g, see recommendations 3.2 
and 3.4 above. 

5. Institutional Capabilities 

• The Comelec has significantly increased its professional staff capabilities, especially in the 
information technology area, and has made real strides in decentralizing administrative 
responsibilities to its regional offices. However, the complexity of its mandate would be 
powerfully served by greater institutional strength in decentralized technical capabilities, 
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improved facilities and equipment, and a human resources development effort focusing on 
a professional electoral service. 

• NGOs such as NAMFREL, VOTECARE, and PPCRV have demonstrated the unique 
contribution of citizens groups in the Philippines electoral system. Comelec avails itself of 
the benefits ofNGO support in increasing the strength of the electoral system by accrediting 
these groups to assume formal roles in voter education, poll watching, voter assistance, 
campaign fora, and quick count activities. 

• Despite the institutional strengths, the commitment to modernization, and the,.detectable 
trends toward further improvement, there remains inadequate recognition within the 
government of the need to more greatly empower the Comelec to meet the strenuous 
demands of its mission. 

Recommendations; 

5.1 Information Outreach Capabilities. Comelec should seek to develop stronger core capabilities 
in the areas of voter education and outreach traditionally "assigned" to the NGOs -- not to displace 
or reduce NGO participation in any way, but to assure that fundamental functions are not dependent 
on NGO performance but are rather strongly supplemented by NGO support. Programs like the 
voter information sheet and the voter identification/photo ID card concept under development by 
Comelec exemplify steps in this direction. 

5.2 NGO SYPJ20rt in Refoon Efforts. Comelec may be able to better capitalize on the basic asset of 
NGO participation and facilitate positive information exchange concerning the modernization 
program by more directly involving the NGOs in the planning and execution of its various 
components, particularly those that impact the NGOs' traditional roles. 

5.3 Media Programming. The major operational component of conducting nationwide voter 
education campaigns on a periodic basis appears to justify consideration by the Comelec of securing 
permanent in-house staff capability for specialized media programming, to be supplemented by 
external agency services in peak periods. The considerable program budgets for this activity in 
Modex (P200 million/$8 million) and in each election budget, along with the long lead time for 
production/design, imply a requirement for specialized professional staffing in this area . 

. <' 

5.4 Quick Count. The Comelec should assure that an accredited NGO carries out a parallel count 
in the initial computerized elections so that confirmation of the computer results is independently 
available, even if the Comelec's computer count is the "quicker". The parallel count is a vital source 
of defending a computer election count against any specter of mistrust. In this regard, Comelec 
should insure that the independent count body has direct access to the vote count process and 
receives a copy of all precinct level returns. 
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5,5 Comelec's Internal Needs. It is strongly recommended that the government consider the need to 
improve Comelec's facilities, basic support systems, and organization structure -- as defined in the 
Modex plan -- to bolster the agency's efforts to meet its ambitious objectives in system 
modernization. 

6. Technical Assistance 

• In negotiating the complex topography of electoral system computerization, there are 
apparent opportunities for the Comelec to utilize electoral consultant expertise that can be 
made available through organizations such as IFES, drawing on the legion of technical 
experts presently at work on similar election projects around the world. 

• Such assistance need not involve external assistance where election-specific expertise is not 
critical: there is an abundance of top-level technical conSUlting capability in-country through 
organizations such as the Philippine Computer Society, Andersen Consulting, Makati 
Business Club, government agency experts, and independent consultants. 

• Comelec management recognizes potential benefits of consultation with available experts 
in either category on specific project development and evaluation areas that will be ongoing 
between now and the elections of May 1998. Given the strong technical, legal, and 
administrative capabilities of the central staff at the agency, appropriate consultant expertise 
can be efficiently managed and effectively utilized by in-house senior management. 

Recommendations: 

6.1 Assistance Projects. The team finds that there are a number of areas where carefully phased, 
short-term assistance could be productively structured to highly specific and clearly defined project 
needs of the Comelec. These include: 

a. wide area network: design and implementation. 

b. election ballots: design, specification, and production control. 

c. design/conduct of test plans for system acceptance in procurement/installation . 
. ~ 

d. develQpment Qf in-hQuse and public demQnstratiQn pre-electiQn test procedures for 
computerized vote counting/canvass systems. 

e. develQpment/execution of training programs in use of new technologies 

f. procedures design and documentation in creating the necessary administrative 
safeguards for handling the voting, tally, and canvass processes. The technology can 
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be misused -- as in a manual system -- and the control procedures needed can be 
quite different from those appropriate to a manual operation. 

g. drafting and analysis to support rapid turnaround for defining legislative and budget 
elements that must be put in place for future actions following pilot test completion 
(i.e., post-ARMM actions for mid-1996 legislative and budget submissions). 

h. eyaluatjon methodologies in all areas of electoral and technical reform. After 
making changes, project management needs to know how, why, and to what extent 
they were effective - to determine course correction and the next steps. Evaluation 
design should thus be an important consideration in initial implementation, but this 
can be very hard to do when working with a totally new function: having external 
expertise available to build in these considerations produces value-added design. 

I. international applications: in the event of specific project requirements closely 
paralleling models in use or under development in other centralized electoral 
democracies, collaborative interaction between Comelec staffs and those countries' 
counterparts/technical experts could be arranged. Examples are: precinct returns 
scanning/canvass automation project in Ghana, which is itself based on scanning 
applications drawn from a development project of the Australian National Census; 
results transmission software and network development in Brazil or Colombia; voter 
identification card technology/system designs from Mexico, Ghana, Jamaica (direct 
scan photography concept), Nicaragua, Grenada, and elsewhere; voter registration 
software design and application models selected for valuative review, according 
specific characteristics desired; and Canadian models for election planning 
management applications/strategies which have been widely transferred. 

6.2 Consultant Project Host Committees. In planning any consultant assistance projects, the team 
recommends that the Comelec establish a "focus group" oversight committee to host each consultant 
assistance project. This group of from two to six persons would include representatives of the 
sectors directly involved from a resource or participation standpoint in the particular project area. 

F or example, a committee for a pre-election testing procedure design project for computer ballot 
counting might include: the Comelec technical systems director (whCl'has identified the requirement 
for the consultant assistant project); an Election Officer from one of the Comelec field offices (who 
will be conducting the test); a representative from the National Printing Office (which will print 
machine-readable ballots to be used in the test); NGO and party/candidate representatives (who will 
be the primary audience in the test's public demonstration phase); a vendor representative (who is 
supplying the equipment to be tested); and a representative of the Philippine Computer Society 
(who is a technical expert and potential continuing resource for the project area). 
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Each of these persons would offer a unique perspective for the consultant to consider in helping 
design the test procedure, Moreover, each would learn through this collaboration exactly how the 
test procedure is intended to work and what it should accomplish -- infonnation that would then flow 
back to the various sectors represented, helping to establish credibility and "smoothing the path" 
for more fonnal infonnation exchange efforts to follow, Similar "host committees" could be readily 
structured for each of the assistance project areas above listed, 
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Persons Interviewed 

Commissjon on Elections 

Chainnan Bernardo P. Pardo 
Commissioner Regalado E. Maarnbong 
Commissioner Manolo B. Gorospe 
Commissioner Julio F. Desamito 
Commissioner Teresita D.L. Flores 
Hon. Resurreccion Z. Borra, Executive Director 
Atty. Mamasapunod M. Aguam, Acting Deputy Executive Director 
Atty. Sonia Dipasupil-Barros, Director, Education and Infonnation Department 
Alwin S. Sta. Rosa, Director, Management Infonnation Systems 
Salud Aliganga, Deputy Director, Region VII (Central Visayas) and Director, Division III (Cebu 

Province) 
20 Municipal Election Officers of Cebu Province 

Senate 

Senator Marcelo B. Feman, Chainnan, Committee on Electoral Refonn, fonner Chief Justice of 
the Supreme Court 

Senator Orlando S. Mercado 
Senator Juan Flavier 
Senator Raul S. Roco 
Atty. Percival O. Flores, Chief of Staff to Senator Roco 

House Q/RePresentatjves 

Congressman Simeon A. Datumanong, Deputy Speaker (Mindanao) 
Congressman Raul A. Daza, Deputy Speaker (Visayas) 
Congressman Hernando B. Perez, Deputy Speaker (Luzon) 
Congressman Emigdio S. Tanjuatco, Jr., Chainnan, Committee on Electoral Refonn 
Congressman Rodolfo B. Albano, Majority Leader 
Congressman Antonio V. Cuenco 
Congressman Raul V. Del Mar 
Congressman Eduardo R. Ennita 
Congressman Eduardo R. Gullas" 
Congressman Michael O. Mastura 
Congressman John H.R. Osmena 
Congressman Manuel A. Roxas 
Congressman Edcel La~man 
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Office oUhe President 

Executive Secretary Ruben D. Torres 
Undersecretary Gabriel S. Claudio, Assistant for Political Affairs 
Narciso S. Nario, Legislative Adviser 
Atty. Luis F. Sison, Assistant for Legal & Judicial Affairs 

Teodoro L. Locsin, Jr., Publisher & Editor-in-Chief, Illili!y, Manila 
Antonio C. Abaya, Columnist, Phili!ll2ine Star, Manila 
Francisco Sionil Jose, publisher, Soljdarjdad, Manila 
Nelia Neri, Publisher, Cebu Sun-Star Daily, Cebu 

University Qfthe Philippines 

Dr. Temario C. Rivera, Chair, Department of Political Science 
Dr. Natalia Ma. Lourdes M. Morales, Professor, Political Science 
Dr. Renato S. Velasco, Associate Professor of Political Science 
Dr. Mendoza, Professor of Political Science 
Dr. Luz Tancangco, Professor of Public Administration 

Other Universities 

Ronald J. Duterte, President, University of the Southern Philippines, former Mayor, Cebu City 
Jose Gullas, Vice President, University of the Visayas, Cebu City 

Non-Governmental Organizations 

Sr. Rose Anne Mallilim, Executive Secretary, Voters' Organization, Training, and Education 
Towards Clean, Authentic, and Responsible Elections (VOTECARE) 

Ms. Tita de Villa, Chairperson, Parish Pastoral Council for Responsible Voting (PPCRV) 
Guillermo M. Luz, Secretary-General, National Citizens' Movement for Free Elections 

(NAMFREL) 
Telibert C. Laoc, Volunteer, NAMFREL 
Taja Basman, Commissioner, Philippine Islamic Council 
Mrs. Ann Basman 
Eddie Nuque, former Secretary-General, NAMFREL .~ 
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Maj. Gen. (Ret.) Jose P. Magno, Chairman, GSIS 
Francisco Benedicto, President, Benedicto Enterprises and former Philippine Ambassador to 

Singapore and Republic of Korea 
Bernadita Valenzuela, Consultant to Mrs. Imelda Marcos and former Executive Assistant to 

former (1986-92) Vice President of the Philippines Salvador H. Laurel 
Christian Monsod, immediate past Chairman ofComelec (1991-95) 
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INTEGRITY OF THE VOTING PROCESS 
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Integrity of the Voting Process: Issues in Electoral Manipulation 

Contents of Appendjx C: 

• "Fraudulent Electoral Practices" -- Report by the IFES Team 

• "How Cheating is Done During Elections" -- source: Mr. Taja Basman, Commissioner, 
Philippine Islamic Council 

• 'The People's Will Must Prevail" -- Statement of Aquilino Pimentel, Jr. on the occasion of 
his filing of an election protest with the Senate Electoral Tribunal, June 20, 1995 

• "An Assessment of the 1995 Elections: What Happened and What We Can Learn" -- speech 
delivered by Guillermo M. Luz, Secretary-General ofNAMFREL 

• "On the Other Hand", editorial opinion by columnist Antonio C. Abaya: "Fraud in 16 
Provinces; No More Elections in Lanao del Sur", published July 25, 1995. 
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Fraudulent Electoral Practices - Report by the IFES Team 
([he following is based on information received by the IFES team from a variety of sources.) 

The avowed purpose of the modernization and computerization of Philippine elections is to 
safeguard and enhance the integrity of elections in an efficient and effective manner. Only days 
before the team arrived, President Fidel V. Ramos in his State of the Union address publicly 
recognized the need for an honest electoral system in which voters are certain their votes are fairly 
counted and canvassed. 

To accomplish this purpose it is useful to examine how the current system is vulnerable to 
manipulation or fraud. The following is a brief discussion of present weaknesses as described by 
members of non-governmental organizations, religious leaders, and local government officials. 
Through a detailed examination of these stress points in the system, we can better evaluate the 
potential for new technologies or improved administration of elections to alleviate them. Any 
modernization effort should target these areas for improvement. 

1. Manipulation during the pre-election and registration period. 

• Pavjn~ to re~ister or not to register: Prior to the re-registration of voters, some candidates 
engage in a process of encouraging voters to return to their home provinces for in-person 
registration. Some form of payment is offered as an incentive. Alternatively, some 
candidates offer payment to those who refrain from registering. 

• Ghost Re~istralions; Ghost Precincts' "F/vjn~ Voters": Because they have access to blank 
voter registration forms, registration officials are sometimes paid to pad the rolls with 
fictitious voter registrations. In addition, ghost precincts-even ghost barangays--are created. 
In the ARMM region, which receives a special and more loosely audited budget allotment, 
ghost barangays have been established to funnel these funds for undisclosed purposes. These 
ghost barangays become a potential source for illegal funds as ~ell as illegal votes. 

The voter registration rolls are also padded with the names of persons, many of whom who 
have been paid, to register in more than one precinct. If the precincts are reasonably close, 
these "flying voters" may be able to vote in more than one location on election day. 

2. Manipulation of the voting process 

• PaYin~ to vole or not 10 yole: As early as the pre-registration process, candidates begin to 
offer sums, sometimes as much as P2,000 ($80) per voter, to}mcourage voters to support a 
particular candidate or to refrain from voting. In lieu of direct cash payments, voters are 
sometimes promised jobs, loans, and promotions. 

To ensure that voters who receive payment (or promise of material benefit) act accordingly, 
a variety of techniques are employed. "Bought" voters are instructed: 

• to write in the names of candidates in a particular order 
• to vote only for one officer, e.g., for mayor but not for vice-mayor 
• to give their voter registration cards to the candidate or campaign worker so another 
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person can vote in their stead (commonly referred to as "vote substitution") 
• to show their marked ballots to poll watchers who are also paid. 

• Paying Precinct Qfficers: Precinct officers play an integral part in ensuring "bought" voters 
do as they are paid to do. They, too, must be paid to inspect ballots of certain voters. In the 
case of voters supporting the opposition, precinct workers are paid to refrain from removing 
the stubs of "hostile" voters' ballots which invalidates them. Similarly, ballots can be 
invalidated if precinct workers deface them with identifying marks. 

• Disruption and Intimidation: Voters are threatened against going to the polls or voting for 
the "wrong" candidate. The threats may be personal or aimed at the voter's family or 
business. Members of the board of election inspectors may be threatened not to assume their 
duties or to violate the law. 

Several techniques exist for casting doubt on the process or creating disruption, including: 
• placing voters' names in the wrong precinct to cast doubt on their ability to cast 

ballots in their home precincts. 
• interfering with the delivery of election supplies in order to delay voting and 

discourage voter participation. 
• implying threats of general violence which may dissuade voters from participating 

and may ultimately postpone voting in a precinct or area. (B y postponing the voting 
process, candidates may be able to leam the preliminary results of an election and 
determine how many additional votes are needed to reverse the outcome.) 

• creating disorder as a subterfuge for overvoting ballots or affixing identifying marks 
to invalidate them. 

• "Assisting" Voters: False IdentWlts: Chain Volin!,': On election day, fraudulent votes may 
be cast by: 
• accompanying illiterate or disabled voters to the polls and "assisting" them; 
• chain voting, called "lanzadera" in the Philippines. The first voter illegally obtains 

a blank ballot before going into the precinct. He or she votes it, then conceals it and 
takes it into the precinct where he or she is issued a new ballot. The first ballot is 
cast and the newly issued blank ballot is concealed and removed from the precinct. 

It is voted and given to another voter who enters the precinct with the 
premarked ballot concealed, obtains a blank ballot, deposits the 
pre-marked ballot, conceals and exits with the newly issued blank 
ballot, and the chain process goes on and on . 

. ~ 
• assuming the identity of another voter. In some Muslim areas, multiple voting is 

accomplished by veiled women whose hands are prohibited by Muslim law from 
being touched in order to take a thumbprint or to mark the right forefinger with 
indelible ink. 

3. Manipulation ajlltr the polls close 

• The CQuntin!,' process: The counting process may be corrupted by: (a) improperly counting, 
or "appreciating," votes so that a voter's choice is invalidated or recorded for another 
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candidate; (b) inadvertent or intentional error; (c) prior to or during the count, ballots may 
be surreptitiously given an identifying mark which invalidates them; and (d) ballot boxes 
may be stolen, switched with others, or em ptied oftheir contents. 

• The canvass process: A notable area of concern in the May 1995 election was the appearance 
of wholesale vote buying. Instead of having to deal with (paying) many individuals to vote 
or refrain from voting in a certain manner, only the canvassers are paid to accumulate the 
votes of several precincts or municipalities and produce a specific outcome. 

• Vulnerable Locations: Attempts to manipulate the vote may occur in numerous types of 
venues: in individual homes and neighborhoods; at registration sites; in polling places; and 
in canvassing centers, often accomplished with the full, deliberate and well-organized 
complicity of many persons. 

And the venues shift. Whereas fraud in polling sites was prevalent in the 1992 presidential 
elections, it shifted, by all accounts, to the canvassing process during the May 1995 elections. 
During the canvass process no poll watchers were present; thus wholesale fraud was possible 
with minimal cost in terms of vote-buying: instead of paying numerous voters, poll watchers 
and precinct officers, the three-member canvassing boards could overturn the outcome of 
elections simply by marking over a "3", changing 3,000 to 8,000 for example, or adding a 
digit to convert 800 to 1,800, or 1,000 to 10,000. 

4. Roots of Fraud 

Without a change in cultural values and political structure, it is reasonable to expect that any change 
in technology or administrative practice will result in a predictable, but unknown, shift to new or 
different fraudulent practices. Vigorous and even-handed investigation and prosecution of election 
crimes are essential to deter this behavior. 

Manipulation of elections thrives in a particular setting with necessary ingredients. Much involves 
payments to encourage or discourage registration or voting, to compel votes for or against a 
particular candidate, and to enforce actions of "paid" voters, to tally or canvass votes in a partiCUlar 
way. Sources may be personal wealth or misused public revenue. While little can be done to choke 
off the former, a great deal can be done to ensure against use of the latter for vote fraud. 

The team heard the claim that "development" funds flowing from the national government to local 
governments are controlled by local officials. If local officials are able to direct some of those funds 
to influence the next election, the system breaks down. Proper use oQocal funds for their legitimate 
and stated purposes and meticulous auditing controls are essential steps in eliminating vote fraud. 

Audit controls are largely effective for Internal Revenue Allotment (IRA) funds flowing from the 
national to local governments. However, these funds are often used for public projects initiated at 
strategic pre-election periods. The team was told that kickbacks from public contracts have been 
known to finance local electoral campaigns and some illegal activities associated with those 
elections. While audit controls reportedly exist for national funds directed to local governments, a 
special budget allotment for the ARMM region reportedly lacks such controls. We were informed 
that a portion of these funds are frequently allotted for illegal election activities. 
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Another major source of illegal funds channeled into illegal election practices, the team was 
informed, is the money paid to local officials to permit illegal gambling. Widespread participation 
in a numbers game known as "guetting" flourishes largely because of payments to local officials and 
other local politicians. 

Patronage jobs are another source of corruption. Where the outcome of an election means the 
creation or elimination of employment for prospective voters, vote fraud is rampant. Civil service 
protection for workers is an essential antidote. 

Poverty and lack of political education about the importance of elections suppress hope for 
improvement and motivate people to see elections not as a higher good but as good business--a time 
for making money off a corrupt process. Some NGOs have launched aggressive voter education 
programs to discourage vote-selling and to heighten political awareness. More needs to be done. 

Based on this array of ingenious techniques, it is apparent the safeguards must be no less creative. 
Technological solutions are one approach, but they can be corrupted ifnot accompanied by legal and 
administrative structures aimed at shifting cultural and political values towards higher ethical 
standards at all levels of government. 
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(This document was provided to the IFES team by 
Commissioner Taj Basman of the Philippine Islamic Council) 

HOW CHEATIN~ IS DONE DUmMG ELECTIONS 

A. Fraud before, Voting 

~fldhcrj' 
n. Vote bt.ying 
b. Bnyiiig ~bstenlion~, regi~tcred \'oler~ ;lre paid nnf I" vote 
c. Promise of joh~. loans. promotiollS 
d. Buying members of the ho~rd of election In~(lccIOi "= 10 ab!:lain from performing their 

fllnetlo'lIs 
2. /1"fimidollon 
.,/ D. Direct threats to volers identined wifh a P~lft~ nof In ,·ole. 

b. Thrent to the fnmily of lite votor 
c. Threat to business properly 
d. Threatening mehlbers of the bonrd of election i"SrerlOrs not to ns~unie iheir functions. 01sC of hillcllbli: In\t-. IlIeg.1. To prel'ent a regi~lercel roter frol11 voting. indelible Ink 1$ 
nllplied to the right forefinger of the voter heforc he 1'0« to Ihe rolli"g rl.ce so th.t he will 

. ~.ot be allowed to vote. 
~ ~hln.J1P'r\g of I·oier.and holdillg thel11 in rl.cc ~n IhaUI,e), cannot '·ote. 
YAsslgnlrig regl~lered l'olerNidelltilieel with orarll' to rlnce< where Ihe), canllol vote or far 
. /froll1 theIr plrice of tegistratlon. . 

-S DI~rnl.t1ng me;,ns of tr."sliortntio"to Ihe polling rlncr < . 
..A. SOl\"hig fe.nr R!ld unrest 10 discollr:1gc votcr~ 10 vole . y S,II'cnding r.lse reports nhollt Ihe wltiidrawal or rli<'TII"liriC"tion of a c"ndidale to 

discourage volers to vole to a cerl~in condlrlole. 
~Chnnglng the nnmbering of "olling J.lneeswltholll 1101 icc 10 I·oiers . 
.til. Changing Ihe 'ocatlon of I'0lling 1'laces wilhout notico 10 confuse the voters. 
@'nrlclng the I.nllob so thalli will he eonsidereel sroilorl ballots. 

B. Fraud Durinr!,Vnfing 
i. A~iIIlI'"lng identity or another voter and voting in his name, 
C AcCmlll':tl1ylng n ~·otc .. to Ute "otint! hoofhto innnence:l \ uter cClsling his "ole for 3 particulnr 

cnndid~te. 
J. ttt..nn7.acicrn" this is doneb~' a voter wlio fh~t secures ~ hlank hilliot front :mother precinct 

of n fnke ballot Ihen gelling his a<signed bnllo\. The voler Ihell puis in the ',"1101 ho~ hIs 
f.ke or IIlegolly procllreel hallol ~.d Ihell rn,"es his gellll;lIe h~lIollo "nolher captil'e I'oler 
who fiils it lip olltside Ihe polling 1100th wilh the ".mo< of Ihe canrlidnles of his choice. 
Th~ ne,t voler gets inlo Ihe rolli"~ rlaee wilh the fill.e1 hollOI onel gels the ballol pr"'iollsl)' 
filled I.)!. lie thea passe< 10 Ihe lIe,t I'oler his 011'11 "allol. 

.... Thr use of carlin" or pn .. nrrin Of' fhrillirnting de"i('(10 di~c1ose the content of hi!!' hilliol to 
thc "huyer", the "intimidilfor" or the 1I1r::Hter." 

~. Oclayinj! flclh'cry ot tilc oHicia) hanot~and other clcr:lion p;1filphern;tli~ to discourage 
vC)iers. 

6. Di.sn'llting the meniu of tnUlspo,"fntion of ,·otc .. ~~n election day to di~conr:1gc \'o'er~ 
fr01l1 voling. 

V.Dl',Ii~ting 01' tnw~(crrinJ! "otel'~from the,·otcrs'1i!'I. 
V ~c('onlI1nn~'in~ iliiterAfe or fli~nhlf':d "of('r'~ :wci '·nlin.l~ i..rrspeclivc of their choice. 
9/Fordhly tntting or snafchinJ! fhe h:tl1ot IlfrH'!! in flollill!'"lllac~!' identified ilS h:1i1hdck of:t 

polilic:l1 p:1r1y. . 
In. S.r.:ll1hily 01' sl1rJ'(~pfifi(ln.'d)' !i\'h~fit"tinJ! fhr. h~ll1ofstlllri'1f~:1 siI1luhH('cI disnrrtcr tiesigned 

tn crC:11e confusion in Ihe pnllin.~ Ilbce. 
<1. Then or rteslruclinn of b:lll(lt~. r..lcclonll rC'.llIrns :11111 olli("r \'it:l! c!cctornl p:lr<1phcrn:1lin. 
h. Arihcry or illlilllirblinrl Drill!"' ",{,,,,hers or Ih~ hO:lI11 pf dr:'clioll inspr:ctnrs tn influcnce 

thcir dcchdoll 011 ch:t1lcllJ!cs ~lId flr(llr:'sl~ 111<1dc (Iluinr. Ih{' voling. 
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c. Slealing. Icarlng, snHld!!ing or def.cing Ihe Iisl of volers postecl ontside the polling 
plncc 10 db;co'lf~gc Ihe voters to volc. 

d. Delivery·of offieia. ballols in e,cess of aulhori7.cd qll.ntities to faciiitale ",allllfaclnrl,,/! . 
of votes.' 

11. " .... mnturely handing out bnll.I, or applying indelible Ink before the voler's proper lime tn 
\'ote. 

c. Fraud During the Counting 
1. Misreading Ihe conlent. of the ballots. 
~. Deliber'llle mlsrecordlhg In lIie tally sheel as Ihe votes are ~ead . 

. 3 Snhstlhlllon of brillols nlled for counting. 
d. Miscopying of lhe voles reriected In the laity sheel 1o the electloo returns. 

: S: SlIb.stil'ition of Ihe votes credited to a candldale in the election returns with the vote< of 
another candidate. 

{c.. Deliberate distortion of theentries ih the election returns by creating" varlnnce In the 
words and figures entered lhreat. . 

7. Dlstortlhg the collation and addition of voies obtained thereby Increasing or decreasing 
the lotal voles obtahled by a cnndid",e. f!;> In the communication to be furnished 10 the Comml«ion dnring Ihe ad.lournments of Ihe 
board of canvassers, deliberate transportation, omis<lons of additions in Ihe fenecled 
tot.1 votes cast fpr each candidate maybe cominltted by lite person responsible for such 
tronsmitlal or the same ",a)'be tampered with the connivance of the employees of the 
medium ,\sed in the course of sllch Iransmlttal or proi'iding the media with such false or 
mlslending totals during such .d.l6.irnment;;. 



..... ~~ 
THE PEOPLE'S WILL MUST PREVAIL 

IS""""'" of "'1'- Q. Plmmkl, J,. '" 1M _ of 
IMfil/ns oflW._ """" with th. S ... ,. EI..-d 7n/nm.( 0<_ Ci!J< 

onhn.l0,I99J) . 

Today, iWle 20, 1995,1"" filing wilh Thus, Ibe attitude displayed by Comeleo the time-Il!d-expense argument would be 
~e Sccate Electoral Tribunal, a formal oflicials !owards complaints IgaiJist the tenable. 
protest ,gainst the proclamation by the massive cheating in the sc:natorial election But] am soeking the truth. Hcnoe. the 
Commission 00 Elections of Messrs. ironically reminds people of the message scre-Ioser. ~-expe:D:Se~turc 
Gregorio Honasan, Marcelo Feman and of the Hcrblodc cartoon. In any ~ it is' really Don-issues in my scale of values 
Juan Ponce Enrile. and Ms, Dominique my expectation that under I democ:ratic becau.scthcprimordiahimoftheprotcst
Coscteng. regime, whcnevcrcandicbtesnmforpublie to c:stablUh the truth !hal would eventually 

Their proclamation singly or jointly office, their obligation is to qu.aruy Wlder frec US from the evils that plague the 
\",,1S based on a collation of certain tbe eiection laws and campaign for the electoral proeeu· is fUndamental Utat I 
-::-roneous, altered or falsified statements of support o( the people. Insuring that the wouJdnotwishOCherocnsidcratiautodeter 
\"o!CS L"Jd cati1icates of canvass issued by election isordcrly end peaeeful and that the me. 
:.:lme murucipal. C!!y or provincial boards votesofthecand.ida1esarcboOcstlyc:cnmtod Thus, I am pursuing my electoral 
c: Ca.'\Vasser5. is a function that properly pertains to the protest with the Senate Electoral Tn'bunal. 

I had brought the issue oflhe colossal Comelec. No candidate unless he is There; I hope, at least, (our specific 
..::.ea1ing and massive rnanipulation ofvote:s. fabUlously wealthy can cover the entire objoct.ives wiU be accomplished, namely: 
~"""'oush what is now popularly mov.," as nalion with watchers to scrutinize· every (1)thatjustiec is done to the Filipino voter 
Oyeration Dagdag-Bawas, to the attention election return in the more that 42.000 so that the VOle he has cast for a cancfjdate 
,:,flhc COOle!c:c but it chose to wash its han:1s barangays in the country to ensutc that ~ will be counted in favor .0tlUs choice and 
~a Pontiw Pilate oflhe problem. Worse. it votes are aeditcdac:curately to him. notforanyoneelscand lhatit will be talJicd 
:000 like it is covering up for the election Having said all that, I am not about to accurately; (2l.that the weakJ;lesses of the 
:n3Jl.ipulators by proclaiming exoeuthedra say that we are now witnessing thC death electoral process are pinpointed .and 
:::al the padding of votes of certain throes of our democratie cxperime:at That hopefully, thcsc win be remedied by 
;:a.:ldidates even if these ran into thousands is for demagogues to uner. 'W'hatwe should corresponding legislation; (3) that the 
· .... ·u merely an errorof.computation,not the all Wlderstand is that certain moneyed clieats will be identified and·penalized 
prcdoct ofm&liciow design. Parenthetically, candidates wbohave confabuJatc::l with their ac:cotdingly. and (4) that I will seated in the· 
1 A.IIl reminded of a Herblock cartoon that cheating confederates in the employ or Senate in a matter of right 
had apPcued in the Washington Post soon under the supervision of the Comelec are Among other areas, I am protesting 
u1er the holding of the Interim Batasang trying to benefit·from their fraudulent acts againstthefraudulcnttallyofvotesm::adcd 
?ambansa elccliofU in 1978. In the car1000. as thcyhavcdone in the past. And theywill in Laog City and other towns of Iloeos 
Sen LQrenzo Tailada along v.ith somc ofus suececd unless we all do something about Norte; some municipalities in Pangasinan, 
were being hauled off to prison in a militaxy it . Isabela, Nueva Vizeaya, Nueva Ecija, 
\'a!l for protesting the massive fraud that" Iu fit as I am concerned, I am not TIliac.Bulacan.Batangas.Laguna,Balaan, 
..::r..!J'1C1.erized the elections in Metro Manila. about to sit idly by and allow the cheaters NortbtmSamar, Negrosoccidc:ntaJ,Leyte, 
~.;. ucos was also shown in the cartoon, to gain from their cheating. I will not close . Siliran, Misamis Occidental, Agusan del 
wagging a fIDger and saying: I allowed you my .CJcs to the prostitution of the eloct.ion Norte,AgusandcJ Sur,Lanaodel Sur, Sulu. 
:0 vote and now you want your votes process. I &m filing and election protest. Tawi.Ta~Maguindanao. indsomcplaccs 
~'l!ed! Some poop~e say I should not do it in Me~·Manila like Pasig. Taguig. and 

Those were the: dark days of martial Otherw:ige,I mighl appea:r to be a son: Ioscr. Ka:Jookan. 
;u/e. And the cartoon captured" the Besides it tues too long 10 rC301vc an Iamawareoftheobstaclcsthatstaod 
quintesseo!ial fakcry of the electoral elcction protcst. Andexpensivc,.too. LnthewayofthcexpeditiouS~lutionof 
I!xercises!hu were held underlhe auspiccs If I were"'to protest only beCause (want the protest. Foremost among those 
,:,f 'J)C diC!J1torial regime. to sit in the Senate at aU eosL" in other stumbling blocJcs an:: the eheating patrons 

T0d.8y, however.lhe country is blessed words; if the pro!csl were merely an ego-- oftheelec:coral brigandswbostolethevotes 
b)' supposedly democratic government trip, I would ind6:d be a sore Josc;:r. And of the pcoplc.and who benefited from the 

so-callodDagdag·aawu. Thal. tbereistbe elcctioil year to election YC4r. And unless 
mattcroftime bccausoprol<SlsofthislciDd, !he clcctioo cmbe:z:zl", are punished. Ibey 
I amtoJdconswnca Icxofti!De.AMfinally, might come to believe in their own 
thcreisthcmatterofe:xpeDSC. untouchability. They might eVeD get to 

A3 far as the cheats· principal and follow the lead of Anastacio Somou" the 
accomplice. are concemed, they will now-dcceased·Nicuaguan dictstor, wbo 
certainly resist any attempt to expose the arrogantly dismissed complaints of 
sleazy. scandalous and sordid electoral opposition candidates with the stattI:lent 
lWindle they. have perpetratCc:i upoD. the . that: "Indeed, you won the election, but·! 
pooplc. But I ampreparcd to figbt tbem toe· won .~e COUQt"~ which utterance. 
lc).toc and from bell to bell without asking incidc:nlally, is not too (ar iway in terms of 
for anyquuten u I do oot'intcod to give om>ganee Illd insoucian« frolll!hat "free 
any. As forthc issue of time, I intemto shon· advice" offered to losing senatorial 
list the disputed aree in ~ to shorten cardidates recentJy by Commissionerofthe 
time-consuming legal wranglings. On the Comelee to run for posi\ions in the 
nutter of expense. I am asking the support Autonomous Region of Muslim Mindanao 
of more than 8.5 million YOtefJ who were in 1996. 
aclaJowlcdge even by the Comc1ec to have Be that it may, it is my position that the 
voted for me all those who bclil:VC in the people's will as expressed in their ballo(S 
couse of clean and honest elections to chip must made·to prevail. This protest aims to 
in..at least, oncpeso each. Afoundationfor accomplish just that: Time and again. 
Clean and Honest Elections is being complaints have been raised agaiDst 
organized. Its address will be announced eiectioneheating. Nothing has c:omeoutof 
shortly. Contribution to this crusade may be the accusatiOfU. No indictments have been 
sent to the Fouudation which will handle filed. Nobody 1w beenjailerl for making B 

the funds with utmost trmspmncj and with mocke:ryofthe eJcctioo. p~. 
honest accountability. This time, it is our determination that 

IncidentaUy, my colleagues in the with tlieheJp of the people who betieve in 
Laku·Laban senatorial coalition slate. payingthepriceofl'Crecdomaoddemocrecy 
Messrs. RamooMitrl and RodolfoBiazon. with their vigilance. this protest 'Nill make 
are included in the ranks of the protestocs adiffc:rmcc:. We have toma.Jceit ro. We have 
in lIlY petition. They gamcred _g to no eboicc, roally. Otherwise, the g\liIt oflhe 
Ibe Comclec the IJlband!he 14lbhighest cbea""will spill overall of us. For as a 
numbero!\'Otesin the senataial seJocticm. recent letter·writer to Tune Magazine puts 
Since they stand bctwecolllC 1l!d!he1l14in it "Guilt lCSU Dot only wilh those pulled 
protestees, they will incvitablybceaught in !he trigger bu. also with those who winked 
the cross·fire.· Heu6c; theirinelusioas mere as it happe:aed. .. ) 
necessary or formal parties. We will not wink. We will protesL We 

Despite thcdifijcuJ~cstbat lie ahead, I' will rage against the debal.lchers of 
am emboldened by the favorable re.ponse Philippine _aey. We will fight them 
that people in general bave given Co the tooth and nail. And God willing. we will 
intent to file this protest. They believe, as I win. . 
do. that unlC3S w~ pUrsue the protest, the . I 71Ir GwDl't!lan London. JIlIW J 7. J 977. 
cycleofclcctoralc:hea1ingwouldgocofrom 'JIlIN 11. /99$ 

.. 
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AN ASSESSMENT OF THE 1995 ELECTIONS: What Happened and What We Can Learn 

SpeecJr delivered by Guille""o M. Luz, &cretory-{jenual, NAMFREL 

Good Afternoon, Ladies and NAMFREL to print and distribute fcxms 
Gentlemen: nationwide, to undertake training of 

When I was fU'St invited by Teresa volunteers. and to set up a c:ommunication 
Nieva to speak before the Concerned network to gathc:ull this data together. 
Women of the Philippines. I was asked to Iu it·is. we are grateful and iDdcbtocl 
tnlk about the "behind-the-scenes" aspects to groupslikc the Conc:ernc:d Vkmc:noflh.c 
of NAMFREL's Operation Quick Count Philippines and our major corporate 
After some reflection, 1 decided that this sponson for providing the support and 
would be. wonderful opportunity to deliver teSO\U'CCS to pull this togelhc:r. 
an aSSCS5ment of the: reeenUy-eoocluded The other reason is that NAMFREL 
elections, to take a hard-DOSed look at what has to rely not only on its vohmtecn but 
really happened and to determine what we also its own forms to Coucc:t data. forms 
can learn from this c>'''perience. \\'hich the Board of Elections Inspecton 

There is much to learn and we must must sign and validate as accurate. Had 
taketbeselessa\Ss:riouslybc:causeweonly, NAMFREL been given a'copy of the 
have three years before our next major ElectiooReturn fran the COMELEC as we 
elections and already we foresee problems had requested. wewould havcbeco able to 
!!\d can see obs1aca being plaoed before covC:rcloserto lOOprcciocts. Thisrequircd 
us - three ye~ ahead of eloctionsl an amendment of a law by Coogn:ss which 

Bu, f""le< me gena the point and "y onIyhappe=la1lerd..:tioa. TheProsidcm 
10 address ODe of the questions that is in fact signed this law only two days ago or 
probably foremost in your minds: wby fourwecksafterelection. 
N'AJ...{FREL stoppo:1at"only" 11.05% of A second issue often. raised against 
the COWlt. There are several reasons. To NAMFREL concem.s the pace oftbe c:ouot 
begin with. our mandate WIS toc.over 70 to . and wbetherwe aretrmding. At the outsC:t,. 
80 percent within 10 days after elections. many people felt the pace was too slow, 
While we always try to cover all precincts especially in the: first 12 to 24 hours. Tbco. 
natioDwide as part· of our organizing when the pace picked up, people started 
strategy, that is not always possible given sayingwc aretreDding. Let me try to t.acklc 
the geography of <he land, the enormity of both issues sepll'llely. " 
<he logistieo.l effort required, and the ea""" On <he queotion of<he pace, I checked 
of our operations as an all-volunteer it against previous experience. It turDs out 
organiz.ation. ..... that this year's count was the fastest and 

l< takes a large eumberoffinancial and lazg<ot'since NAMFREl:. sWtcd doing <he 
material rcsource.s as weU lS.volunteers to Quick:Couotin 1 986. lD thcSnap Elec:tioos. 
cover over 110,000 voting precincts in NAMFREL covered 74 percent of the 
SO,OOO >:bool si ... =ttered over 1,600 pr<cinctsin 14 days. Bod <hen thcn: were 

. cities rmd municip&l.ities, 76 provioc:es, and oa1y ~ly 85.000 precincts. far 
Ibousands of islands. This requires fewcrvoten, lOdonlytbcPrcsidc:ntial·m:l 

Vice Prcs:i~ elcctioas to ootmt. That 
means NAMFREL co~ about 65,000 
pr<cincts. 

Ie 1992, the MCQC covered 90 
percent of precincts in 22 day •. That 
eovenge. bowever. used municipal 
ccrtifieate.s of canvass as its basis aDd DOt . 
precinct-based fams and therefore cannot 
be used as a basis fer comparison with the 
OCQ. 

rm.. yeir, i' took NAMFREL just 9 
daY' to cover <he 71 pereenl The big 
difference is that thc:re ue DOW twice as 
many p=ineu today .. in 1986 and far 
more voters and. positions to COUDt. 

The pace is indeod faster but <he public 
justifiably expects even faster, gi= <he 
available <eclmologies in <he _ today, 
Public perception bas overtaken our 
capabilities. ' ' 

On the questioa of <rending, <his has 
come to take on many meanings for may 
people. Based on the numerous quc:stious I 
rceeive. trending bas come to mean that we 
project or extrapolate data. or that ~e 
withhold data from certain areu or 
bailiwicks, or !hat we somehow eondition ' 
the public mind into believUig that catain 
candidates arc winning or losing. This 
_onof<=ding'can infactbe levelled 
against an)'bocli doing , count, be they 
media organizations or even the 
COMELEC, but got some r=on is used 
only.gainstNAMFREL. I """only assume 
!hat <his a price which our volunt«rs get 
for ciurying out their mission heroically. 

Now !hat we have bad <he time to step 
!!om <he heat and intensifY or<he =ise. 
I have bad <he chaooe to coUca rtrJ thougb!s 

and obscsvatiotlS ,bouI <h= elections and 
to validitale some of rtrJ hunches .gainst 
the available data. Based on my initial 
ob3ervatioos, I have come to the c:mclusion 
!hat <h= elections rcllcct a step bacl:ward 
in our democratic evaluation and that 
corrective IlC:pS must be taken to fUr1hcr 
s<n:ng<hen our dcmoa>ey. 

OblervaUoo No.1: Leu choice ror 
volerl 

These elections gave voters fe:wer 
cboice. as far as candidatates werc 
concerned. Coalitions. mcrges;.. guest 
eondidacies, or adopted candidacies gave 
tbcvocc:rslCS3cmicc>ntbcrthmmcre. The 
fact that politieo.l parties bad to i.:sort to 
fonniJ;lg coalitions aM adopting candid"tes 
would suggest !hat <h= we!< men: party 
slots that 1hcrc wc:rc people to fill them. 
Many posts especially at <he Congt=iootl 
and Local levels w= no< cootcstod; tha, 
is., only one candidate was running for the 
post and .that no competition prexntcd 
i<sel! 

OblervaUoD No.1: Back to 
penoeaUty poUtla 

Rel&tcd to No. I abovo, these dections 
represented a step back to personality 
poli~cs ralh<r!hat a step forward into party 
politics. Ouewoo1dexpedto _ wbcn 
Cons=s and <he S<oate opens. <he fact of 
<he matter is th&t wbcn thecampaign atartcd, 
<he a:ramble to fill in the party dates seemed 
toO« focusodonlilidingnamc pcnocalitics 
winnable chances. Eva! then, .om. partieS 
bed trouble completing their slates, 
apparently rvoninj! aliort of Penooalities 
outside of the party leaden: What "'" <he 
futures of these parties. 

At the same time, it seemed that 
politieo.l c:oopcntioo l:o=w DO pirty boonds, 
E.tidorsc:mc:nts at variOus levels crossed 
party lines in a "you-o:ra<clHny:back, I· 
sa&tch-youn"Whioo.rdlediog the "eva" 
manfcrhimoeU", "win at all easts" political 
cultun: of our. E""" <he Operation Dagdag
Saw .. oppemd to ignore Pllt)' lines. 

. Fin.Uy. the practice of junking. 
candidates in the sample ballot in different 
rcgioas JUggCIC.I that deals were heioS 
struck bypartymac:hincries and candidates 
bebind o!hen' bacl:s. 

OblcrvatloD No.3: Low voter 
turnout and fill-up ratea 

rm.. may be rclatcd to observations 1 
and 2 though I have to investigate. this 
furtbc:r. These c1cctiOIlS bad Iowa voter 
turnoutsand6U-<IP ..... <hanctpee:ted. w. 
cstim.atc that voter tumoo1 was only about 
65 to67 pereent. below the 70<0 80 P"=' 
normally expected, The fill-up nle - <he 
numbcrofSmat0r3 the: avenge voter casts 

a vote for (the maximum is 12) - was ooly 
7.4outofI2.ltw .. 17.5ou'O(24 in 1992. 
rm.. means !hat your typieo.l vo<er left 4 '0 
5 slots open 00 the ballot. Metro Manila 
be4 the highest fill-up rate of 10 while 
J!<gioa V had <he_fill-up nleof5.5. 
<he I'Iosidcncy. Scoood, <he vcxcn were no< 
aware of who the eaodidatc:S were the issue 
or campaign· advertising was Dot yet 
resolved Iincc it was being eoo.tcsted in the . 
Supreme Court at the time. Third, the 

practice of junl:ing may bad '" eff"" 00 

""'""- Foor1h,!hatrCYet>Cv~w.. 
<aIdng plaoe(Le., payina to not vote). Fifth. 
that. UIlOC.'Gtcstcd raoe:s were DOt werth the 
trouble ofvo<ing. SixIh. VOCas simply did 
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oo«:.rdor=didAl.Os. Ih:ir~StalCm:ll1of\btesCast IIhiDl: we D~ to computerize t,bc 'passageofthislawOOlooIybcc&uscitwill 

Then: oouJd be "'l' Dumber ofreasOns per MuoieipOJity 9S0VM) and Municipal clfortfrom tbcvot,n.gisli.lioo toCOUDling give PeopJc's ·Orpoiz"ioas and NGO. a 
cod it woold be imposslble to pinpoint any Ccrtili...,. of Canvus (MCOC), bolb of and c:aovassmgwilbo .. losing Ihe paper toehold in gOVCttWlOC b .. also bocause I 
O:le, Nco:theless.lbc cooCem here is that y;bjch are SUPPosed to be attacbcd to the ballot system. However. instead of writing . foel that provisions pertaiolng to party. 
people ~d DOt 10$1; hope in elections as peoe and sent in • baUot box to the down names, we should just theCie off switching within sectoral reprexntativc:s 
a' viable means fer change. COMELSC. This would have entailed a IWnC3 u in a multiple-choiCe test. I find should beapplicd topoliticai p8rtic::s as well. 

o b. e rv a CI 0 1:1 No. " : .C be. till g review of only r.hrcc types of documents on hard to believe argumen!.S that illiteracy is AccOrding (0 proposals for the sectoral 
t'Cacbed kveb or lopbbtlcatioa • nationwide basis· less tbat 2000 an obstacle. If that wc:reso, then illiterates rcpre$COtation bill, if someone switches 

Traditionally. eloct.ioo. a.oomalies were documents, far fewer that my recount would lind it harder under the prcsc:nt parties while 'silting IS • Sectoral 
cbaract.erizC:i by poll violence, iDdividuaJ involving Stateri:J.cnts of Votes 'Cast per . writ1C:O ballot system. IUd we kDowthCydo Representative in Congre". he 
vo<c,b~,baJld,box'snOlcbingll!ldothcr Pi.cioet (SOVPr) or Election Returns (of DOl bocausc lbc law PT'otccu them in this automalicaJJyloscs his seat bocausehe was 
l.'ied and tested means of cheating and which thc:rc an:: ove: 170.()(x). regard. c!cct.ed torcpre:!iCtll a p~ andoot bim3el£ 
intimidation. And to varyiog degro=. these Such a review done very publicly and We have two opportuniti~ to test Not a bacf law apply to the rest of the 
traditional praaiocs w= pn:scnt in lbcsc ocplaiocd clearly wcuJd have.gone along 0CXIIpIIf<rizcd 00UIlIing systems bclbre.the politicians Idoo~ ... theoccdfOradouble, 
elections. Significantly, however, more way~put torestanypublicdoubtsthatthe 1998C!cctioas -the 1996ARMMc1cdicxis standard 
sophisticated forms of cheating emerged canvass and r;sulls indeed truly rcflOctcd in. Muslim Mindana" and the 1997 Tbc:re an:: of course many reforms we 
this year to overshadow the traditional the people's wishes. Not having SCCD. the Baranggay Eloctions. sbould wod::forbut I think we need to take 
forms. Oplan Dagdag-Bawas represents dCXITIDCtlfS otthc canvass. I don't ~ to I also think wenccd to mOve towaids this~andsta:rtimmcdiatcly. The 
this new ga:zn:: ofcbeating. It is wholcs.a1e cast aspersions on the accuracy of the avotcridenri6catjoqcanl')'Stcmratbcrthan cxpc:ric:qccctthc eoMELEc uadc:r Chris 
n.ther than retail cheating. Rather than cn.nvu:s.. HoWever. the public perception is .reIy on iDdelible ink as a control a~ MoosOd in terms 0( lohbying for rd'QrmS 
Lndividwlly buying voters to cast a ballot one of skepticism. which I feel must be multiplc voting or flying voters. Indelible bas not beco a good OQe and is instructive 
in Sf)tneOOC's favor or paying a voter to stay addressed by tOe COMELEC. ink supply is not a monopoly of the for us. Over a ~year span" eOMELEC 
hoOlC (giving him '" her a dab of indelible BiscdoolbcscobsetVlliaa, ..natc:an COMEIllC, Anybodyc:ao buylbc in!: and rcpresco!<da batcllofproposaisforrcform 
ink on the finger the night before the we do? I have a vested intciest in speaking use it to disenfranchise people through to Congress. None of the reforms .passed. 
elections to ensure that he doc;S not change befcreyou. NAMFREL would likctoc:ount rcvenevote--buying. We need to go back to the drawing board. 
his miod tf'ter receiving the pay-off), it on your support to lobby Congress, to talk (2) Since the media campaign back to square one and start lobbying all 
became far more efficient to change the to your Congn::ss:man and Senator to pass advertising ban has now been ruled ove:ragain. 
n:sults of canvass reporu. newdectora1reformlaws to strengthcn our . unc:onstittruonal by the Supreme Cow1. I It woo't be easy. This early, I already 

Out of 98 C40Vass reports which the electoral process and demo<:;racy. What think it is safe to assume that there will be ddectcfl'ortstobIockNAMFRELandother 
COMELEC had to canvass as the National should these laws be? far more print media. tdevi.sion and radio citizcmums.Priortothce1ectico.s!astMiy. 
Boud of Canvassers at the PICC,fullyone- (1) Computerization of our electoraJ. adverti$ing in· future elections. Unless NAMFREL presented a proposal to 
:rurd \0 one-half were identified by the ~ • campaign sp~nding limits are clearly Coniress to give us the sixth copy of the 
COMELEC as having some fonn of By 1988, we shall have about 40 defined and unless media owners can be Election ReturQ from the precincL The 
discrepancy or inaccuracy. ThellocosNorte . million registered voters. The current convinced to give price breaks and equal effcctofthislawwouldhavebec:ntoassurc 
report, only the tenth to arrive at the PICe, process of C01.m.ting requires .data to be access to all candidates. I am afnUd that the ·us autool.atic 100 ~t oovc:rage of a.it 
"LS already spoiled by the Commissioners written down. summarized, copied and ric:hcst C8Ildidat.s and poIiti~ pll11ieowlII pm:incl!ralbcrthatourreoonmgtoprioliog 
"contaioirig dis=parn:ics. With 88 more rcoopicd by band. From prcciDctlo IlIItiOOal gain uDdUc over Jess weII..,f ones. I ai;nl: and disuibulioS our owo Precioct Tally 
reporu to.countat that time,lbe arrival of caovw,thatdnta(cuVOles)aretraosfcncd thismUSl be.addr=cd. . Forms. Thobillpusodlhel!owcb .. faiJcd 
the Ilocos Norte Report sI,ouJd have thrown across sevo:o documcllts (00l COUIlling Ihe (3) Accordios to Ihe Cooslihrtloo; the to passlbc ScoaJc bcfon> the e1cctioos. 
off alarms at Ihe COMELEC which should' baUot), aomc of which an: prepared in as party-Jist syslcmof scc:toraJ rep=cDt.li0ll You may have heard that Coogress 
have tighla>cdils oWocao"""'proocdun:s. lIlIIIIYu six or.cv", dupIicaics. 'IlWI is a in Coog=;sbooId be in dfCCl by 1998.(( cvcotu8ny:pasood the bill'ilI Coo1'ercooc 
71e bcot md quick"" check wouid have. fcnoidohle task. even .....";,,g 100""""", should also be iIi clfCCl in looaJ government Commilloc and that it was signed into law 
been to order a review of all Provincial bc.lcesy.luyoo: canimagiDe. the ptOQCSS is units accordiDg to the Dew Local last Juuc 7 as ~c Act 7976. While 
C<rti.ficat.,. of Cmv ... (pCOC) against . prooc to ~ and vuJocnbic to Cbeatii>g. _ <;:ode. .lIookforwenl.to the that Jaw will give lbe 1ixlb. copy of lbe 

. _.' 

- - --
Election Return to a citiz.ol' arm. it &!xl 
stales that "'l' group prev;ouaJy acacditcd 
befc.xe the dcctiVity of the DeW law shall 
oot be qualified for accrcd.itatiOo in the 
future uoda this law. Docs this IDCaO that 
NAMFRacao 00 loogtt """"'<fitcdfortbc 
QWck Count in the fulUr<7 Or aoy media 
group for thAt matta? Does this mean thai. 
DCW groups ~l be formed. to baodle m 
irxlcpcndmtllllOfliciaJ 00UIlI, 'group; with 
00 lraok =ord to opcak ofI 

. Tho sudden untimely pusage of RA 
7976 illwtrates wby spcciaJ sessions 
ddcri<nlc into wiodow-dressiDg cx.:rciso:s 
to pass Jaws uousiw and sccmiogJy rushed 
ciiCumstanecs (after all, whyoouldo't 
Coogress oct 00 lbcsc "priority mcas=" 
before e1cctioas'l), lbcy also prescot a last 
opport>mity' a partiog sboI: - fOr C8Ildidales 
who lost to pass JaWlJ which may actually 
de dCttimcotaJ to ~. 

I bate to leave you 00 this dcpressiog 
Dote. but I do DOt _ to stress that our 

work is oever done. Since 1986, when 
democracy y.-u restored, it has become 
quite evident.that vigilance' by the people 
is needed to protect our dc:moc:ratic gains. 
We cannot afford at this time to let 
ooropl""""'Y oecp in, to let apathy creep 
into our miDdsets. It is always 50 easy to 
ratiooAliz.c and say that we should 00l rock 
the boat too much so as not to create 
instability and stall the ec:oaomic gains we 
have cxpcricooc ao fir. I disagree. 

The . economic gains we are 
experiencing arc a direct fC3Ult of the 
stability and peace cogcodc<cd by a smooth 
politioaJ transition an<! Ihe c1c;ao c1c<toral 
process. paiticularly in 1992. AIIowiris this 
proocss to brcal: dowo .willlbreatco our 
c:ootI<lI!lio growth and development. We 
bavC ""'" this happen in the past and we 
should forever gucd apiostir.. bappcnins 
today or in the future. 

ThIIIkyou and good day, 

.,_ . 

-
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TUESDAY. JULY 25.1995 

Editor • CELIA NAGUIT-SUAREZ' ================' , i 

_.ONTHE OTHER' HAND I 

By ANTONIO C. ABAYA 

: Frau~ in 16 provinces; no more 
· eleCtions in Lanao del Sur 

At the Third Senate Legislative Work' 
· shop last week at the Evercrest (formerly 
Batulao) Country Club iri Nasugbu . 

· where I was asked to talk on elector;;! 
fraud and reforms, ·Sen. BIas Ople asked 
Comelec Chairman Bernardo Pardo and 
N amfrel Chairnian Jose Concepcion to 

· commen( on allegations that there had 
been massive fraud in the 1995 e1ectinos. 

Chairman Pardo insisted that the elections were generally 
clean and honest: Joocon denied that Namfrel had ever claimed 
that t,here was massive fraud. My position, stated categori. ; 
cally m m.y column .on ~at day, ~uly 20, is that there indeed, 
,was masSive (meamng m five digits or more) fraud, but it was 
confined, as far as my methodology could tell, to 16 province. 
out of the 81 provinces and cities who.e official Comelec and 
unofficial Namfrel tally sheets I was,able to .crutinize and 
compare. . 

In hi. complaint before the Senate Electoral Tribunal 10.' 
ing candidate Nerie Pimentel claimed to have uncovered ;"as. 
sive fraud in 30 provinces and 8 cities. . . .; 

· The apparently wide di.crepancy between hi.li.t and mine . 
· can.be explained by the fact that, as a lo.ing candidate trying 
· to nght a perceived wrong, it was in his interest to dig up as 
much dirt as he.could to support hi. claim that he had been· 

, cheated. On the other hand, as a disintere.ted party with no 
personal stake involved in the elections, I tended to give the 

· benefit of the doubt to borderline cases and did not include 
'them in my list. ' . 
. ~ut the r;.ct that 13 of the 16 provinces in my listal.o appeer 
m Pimentel. 30 show. that our methodologies corroborate each 
other, and that there are strong indications of massive fraud 
even though that fraud was confined to a minority ofprovinees: 

I s~d by my assessment that the Comelec did a commend-
· able Job of conducting fair and honest elections in MOST of 
· the country's provinces and cities. But that does not forgive 
: the .ComeJec's selective vigil.ance, that aficr apparently cor-
· reelmg the "computation errors" in lIocos Norte, Cavite and 
~a~ngas, Com.eJec did no~ing aboutsim.i,lar, eyen more glar
Ing computation errors 10 Bataan M,aam,s Occidental 
Al!uaan del'Nort..c nnd Lanso del Sur. 'Not to mention U,e 12 
others in my short list. 

In.Batsan, Mjsanus Occidental and Agusan del Nor!<!, the 
unofllclfil Nnmfrel count was almost 100 percent ill precinct 
co\'enl:~c. IL was lherefore pussible ilIlUlogic.allo comparl! Ilol 

· only the rankings, iJut also the sClunl voles counled for each 
· senatorial cnndidotc. I 

By deducting the total Nrunfrel count from the total Comelec 
· cOl.;lnl, one expecLs ALL (17) le.tldinr>" senatoriul cillldidatcs to 

gam ndditiona.' vO.les ill quontitics"within a reasonably nar .. 
··row band, consldenng tllat only 0 few additional prccincL'J were 
· added 1I? the Namfrcl coverage, 

Bllt I~l A~·II.~:ln r!1,1 N"rl ... h~'" ,. .... 11'1;.1;11 ... ., fr.'I,.".;" .. ·",,1 

,_ .. , m M.i3aml"s· OCdde"nUil,-'su ci\iididates-{Macapagal, Rocii 
.' Mitra, Biazon, Tated, Coseteng) actually lost votes, ~ 

that they were victims of fraud, especially Biazon who lost , 
whopping 5,385. '/\in candidates gained additional votes in quaI> 

·:titi .. ranging from 22 (Marcos) to 3,009 (Santiago), or an aver· 
.' age of949 votes each. Enrile gained 11,333 votes or almost 1~ 
· ... time. the average, which is also statistically improbahle. ' 
'-.. In Bataan, two. candidate. (Roco ~d .Pimentel) actuall) 

.Jost votes, suggesting that they were Vlctims of fraud. Fou:r
"'·teen candidates gained addition8I votes,in quantities ~ 
· ~<from 177 (Macapagal? to 3,948 (DriIon), or an average ofl,B4< 
; votes each. Enrile gamed 32,592 votes or almost 20 times thE 
• -Ilverage, which again is statistically improbable, . . 
=-.. If one were to deduct, the average 'gain of. everyone froni 

Emile's additional· votes in each of the three provinces above 
,"- 16,337 I ... 1;618; 11,333 I ... 949; 32,592 I ... 1,643 .:. hi! 

':ilet,total s~lus of 56,552 would be enough to materially sf· 
" fect hi. ranking in the official Comelec tally. That is just from 
,.three provinces. . '" ' 
.'. On the other hand, in the only two Provrnceswhere Namfrel 
,'had 100 percent coverage of the precincts - tiny Guimaraa 

· ~and equally tiny Batanes - the Namfrel and Comelec talliea 
: 'were exact1ythe same, except for Honasan and 'Iblentinowho 
.' had 1.000 ~ 200 more. vote., respectively, in' the Comelec 
. tally lor Gwmaras than m the Namfrel colint. But those do 
not materially' affect the standing of the two in the final 
tComelec count . . 

I do not wish to give the impression that I am soecifically 
, zeroing in on Enrile, but he does figure in questionable talliea 

· 'in more prbvince. than any other candidate: eight, compared 
· . to four for Mitra, three each for Arenas :and Co.etang, two 

each for Feman, Biazon, Marco. and Honasan, and ooe each 
for Tatad, Tillah, Pimentel, 'Iblenti.D.o and Flavier. . 

In Lanso del Sur 
, The case of Lanao del sur is unique because its provincial I 

certificate of canvass was submitted on June 5, much tater than ' 
· the COCs from other provinces and cities, almo.t one month 
after the votes were cast. In comparing the NamfreJ and Comelec 

· counts for Lanao del Sur 'one noticeS that the rankings are much 
· more scrambled here u.;;. in any other province, with nine 
apparent victims (vvv) ofii-aud and eight apparent beneficia· 
nes (bbb). The .uspicion is hard to avoia that the submission of 

· its COC was deliberately delayed in order to allow for the whol ... 
" aale selling and buying of votes to take ~Iace. 

This SUS~i;~: is borne out by the history of past national 
elections in 0 del Sur. Senate PresidentAngara told us in 

· :the Evercre.t Workshop that since 1969 the election returns 
. from Lanao del Sur have always been the last to be submitted 
to the national board of canvassers and have in effect decided 
the outcome oftho.e elections. Thi. was true in 1995 also, 

, Let me reprint Table 11 from my column of June 20, com· 
paring the ranking. in tho unofficial N amfrel and official 
Comelec COWlts: . • 

· , 

· . 

Amerel 
TilIah 
Pimentel 
Macapagal 
MartOS 
.Flavier 
Santiago 
Magsaysny 
Drilon ~ 
Roco .'1" 

Fernan 
Osmeno 
Biozon 
Enrile 
Mitra 
Honnsnn 
Cosetcnc 
T."'d 
1blcntino 
A rt!11 u:. 

Table 11 
Lanao del Sur 

N 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7· 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
H 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
:~o 

C 
2 
5 
7 

12 
4 

17 
·10 
18 
11 
19 

6 
20 
8 
I 
3 

15 
13 
14 
16 
~ 

,...., 
vvv 

vvv 
"' .. 
vvv 

"' .. 
bbb 
vvv 
bbb 
bbb 
bbb 

bbb 
bbb 
bbb' 
i,:,::, 

Turn 10 Page 10 
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.. The above table shows Macopagaldropping from 4th tD 12th·place, .. 
Pimentel from 3rd tD 7th, F1avierfrom 6th tD 17th, Santiago from 7th tD 
10th, Magsaysay from 81.11 tD 18th, Roco from 10th tD 19th, and Osmeiia 
from 12th tD 20th. The drop in ranking of two Muslim candidates in a 
predominantly Muslim province is alsO suspicious. . - .. ..."., 
, On the other hand, Femanjumped up 5 rungs from 11th tD 6th, Biazon I 

up 5 rungs from 13th tD 8th, Coseteng up 4 rungs from 17th tD 13th; ' .. 
Tatod up 4 rungs from 18th tD 14th, an~ 1blentino up 3 rungs from 19th : 
tD 16th. .... .' 
, It can· be ilrgued that the upward movemeots,· by.3 tD 5 rung", of 

. Fernan; Bwon, Coseteng, Tated arid 1blentino were unintended resulto ... 
of the deliberate d~tion of MaCa~, Pimentel, Flavi.".;.Sa:ntiago;,·:: 
~aysay, Roco.and Osmeiia.·l!utth8 same cannot be 118111 of the' up-··· 
ward trajectory of Aie'nas froDi 20th to 9th, of JdjtIll from 15th·tD 3rd ':: 
aDd ofEniile:from 14thtD lsL ThejumpsofiJie threellI'e too bigJi and:': 

. fuel suspicion that they~were the result of deliberate fraud.' :..... '/'.:': 
=: The question is why we ere, in effect, entrusting the ae<h'bility'8.i:id ' . 

oUstainability of qur 8ileged democracy tD this medieval cesspool of a·:. 
p.~ . .;e-.where the'B' Thrds·of Ppi!ippine. politics .. aloSh around i1!!·.·. 
a1~ainbieriee every ~ection SeaSon for the buying and selling of votes: . : 
(.!Jjil>1e8iiOiiB·.we should learn fronit.he 1995 elections are: . ,. . , i : , . 

. , ,i)"N8iDfrel 'should be 'restDred ·tD'its .rightful place in our electoral:·; 
~: aiJ:ita )lIlofficial quick cOUnt·is. the ooly yardstick available for. I 

:. ga~ the reliability or unreliability of the official Comelec counL. I 
~ 2fi;aDao.del Sur should be declaied a political msaster area and not 

'allciWedtOtake Partin national electionS until ito electoral Officials learn i 
tD .~(i~:..COC .within seven days 8ft.e~. sri· electio",!> . . . .. :. 
!. 3) The COmelecsbouid not be allowed tD get a.way Wlth selective Vlgl~.". 
!ance;,.~ ~COJ~Jlu~tjo,! ~!"",ra· in.some provines, but disregard: .•. 
.ngtiJemm·othera,:., U-",-.,,_· . .. . 

:.. '";. t;.c,.~:,".No)or.#~:''''''':;'''~!''I..,' .. ' '-., ',,"; 

.~ 
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Comelec Documents 

Contents of Appendix D: 

• Cornelec Organization Chart 

• Election Process (chart) 

• Voter Registration Record (new registration form) 

• Voter Affidavit (old registration form) 

• Distribution of Election Returns (national officials) 

• Distribution of Election Returns (local officials) 

• Distribution of Certificate of Canvass 

. .' 
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REG1STRAT10H DAY 

I ~l Sf OF VOTER'S 
CVL - 6 COPI ES 

. (4 CP$. COL 1-9 
L __ ~G cps. CIJL-2). 
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ELECTION PROCESS 

-
NATIONAL AND LOCAL ELECTIONS 

- - - -

ELECTION DAY CANVASSING AND PROCLAMATION 

I CASnHG .OF VOJES 

+ 
I COVHJlHG OF VOJES 

+ 
PREPARAJI ON OF 
ELECJION REJURNS 

. t 

DISJRIBUJION OF 
ELECJIOH REJURNS ~. L-______________ ~ 

" 

BOA~D OF CAHVASSERS 
<FOR PRESIDENJ AHD VICE-P~ESIDENJ) 

.' ... 

COHGRESS COHVEHES NOJ LAJER JHAN 
39 DAYS AFTER ELECn ON DnY. 

I PROCLAHAJI OH OF I 
WINHIHG·CAHDIDAJES 

BOARD OF CANVASSERS -~ 
<FOR SENAJORS) 

COMHISSION ON ELECJIONS EN BAHC 
CONVENES IMMEDIATELY AFTER J 

ELECn ON DAY 

l . PROCLAMAJI OH OF I 
WINNING CANDIDAJES 

BOARD OF CANVASSERS 
<PROV'L/CIIY/DISJ~ICT/MUN) 

I PROCLAMAJIOH OF I 
WINNING CANDIDATES 

! 
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C.E. FORM No. 
(Revised I q~l~) 

VOTER REGISTRATION RECORD 95-No. 5648102 

--_. __ .-. ----.-- .-. - .. _-- '.-.•... - --- ._-

OAIE or: UIRIH 

[][I r JL I r II:JL II I 
....... _~~I!.!~I. ~;ty VeO' 

(l(~ClIPJ\110N SE(:lrln", IlIlf~MJI7Al'(\N 

I: li~ Wf'MHI Cl~ 

c(Z!l!I 
c@!J 

f~UlI 1:0 flNGFJWI11NIS 
THUMA INDF.X FINnF,n . r,.t1J)f)l F. FINt";En 

UIliMA 

r.1"f.G1MP.N SlnNA TUReS OF" VOl F.fI 

'. 2. 

(NEW FORM) 
. SD: LJ MAlr U 1'[1,11\1.1:-

(;IVn. fi' A Ill!; 
Ll1J <:'f<,r",: 

LT,) ,.".O""" 

[''''IIi wu>!!,:;-rll 

r:T:lIII":'."-,":.I"I· ... "I\I,'I. 

ii;...· • ...; Ii ::;I,",I~" 
.~r:~i'-.jG or Rr:~IOi~~~~. . 

[jEJ 
Ye:~~~ 

I~I M:r: or (lin I H 

W':"lto:Fn;, 

AI'l.i,r:tI"""" 
I. I~ 

t <1('1 :'\1')1".11111)' "'o\r;,' Ih:\II'''' aho." ,,1I .... n.a\.ell1 ''''IlMditl9 no" /I':""'('I,,:H .. hu" 11<1(1 ""'''''0;:1 II) th" h"~1 ,,' m.' ~ ",,-,,-," 01 00:"; 
thl'll I Ill'lV~;a1l Ill .. f1'I:'Ihllr:'l"""'~ :'I!'" "(I'''' "llh .. rti'I).':'II,I'r:'tli'.,,~ "'II \/..",..: Ihll' I"" t"'Q"'J',j .. ,., ,,,,., ~fV' ... ;,.,,,,. "o"nt ... ~ .. 
:'Il'Ipr;uj,'9 h,.. .. j., "'" .. , ..... ; ",,(1 'h.,1 In'" ,,,!"I '''1Ol'!lIf'tM II' :'I volt" in nn', nlll,.. fI'''!'''''''. . 

·PHOTOGRAPH 
1'11.1'11 . 
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D DSAPPROVEO 
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VOTER'S 10 
NUMBER 

OJ] IJEW '/l'l FI1 
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REMARKS 

. . 

/I. C 1.1 {.I N () I· I HE BOA. R 0 

l)tP)tllfll 
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CHAIRMAN 
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- - ---C.E 'ORM NO. , - - - -.- -
(TO BE COMPUTERIZED) 

- -.- - - - - -
I ro hI! ac.co~plr\h('d Indivicfua!lv 

.1'1 Quad",;plicatc in the r.ollinl1 
r\la-;c bcfo!"U 1he Boarp (""':It'(;!io·n 
I!,~OCCIO'~ du.in!::.rc-:ii~tTalicl"l rj;)V .• 

VOTER'S AFFIDAVIT (OLD F9RM) 
N~ 0994502 H 

I ""..",,,,..m 
,fJARJUlGA Y 

PROVINCE ~ 

-----PRECINCT NO.---····-~ 
! 1 AGE, IOn I,., ~i;:h·".;I-~ 

. .. ...... 1 

CO~YFOR THE PROVINCIAL ELECTION SiJPERVISOR 

NAMFISurrWTlel IFI'" N...,.I CIdlckOe NameJMa1!lr!"aI'Surnarne) 

._--
RESIDENCE: (House numbp.rlStrutlSitio (,r brief description of place of residence CITIZENSHIP: III na", .. r;zed SUllO date CIVIL STATUS: r;"'.tA,-~d, o MARrllEtl ·rex,tfr-~. 

of naturalization) . o SINGLE o WIDOW/ER 0 '·1 
, 

. A.l.5 ! 
-_.-j 

! 1M TE OF':" 91 RTH. (Month. Day. Year) PLACE OF BIRTH: IClty, Mun .. Moo,Dist. Provlncel 
. -.---

SPOUSE: III married I 

10000 DO , 

I ~:RIOD OF DOMICILE: tNo. of veerS in the Cltv/Mun.}, PROFesSION,'OCCUPATlON OR WORK: 

I 
L 

Ir.)o. Of ' .. ~rs in the Phil,) 

I 
I HE RE BY 5T ATE 'unde-r oem ~a1 the Dreceding ,t,tementJ regarding "iY perlon 

:~t; trlJa. tl-:'oI, I pones' all rh" Qualifications t1JQu'lrOd and none of tt'!e diSQualificatioN of 8 
"ote', 8!'ld t1'1"'1 I havfJ not ~DPJltd for registration', "or am I ,.egi.ttm;d in any ~t.tlet precinct. 

........... - .. -
Dare, . Voter', ~8ture 

SUBSCAIBED AND SWORN to ~tore me on the d.ato and ~Iaco ab0Y8 vn-ltul'l. 

" CHAlRMAIII 

r-' --
f--, 

RIGHT HAND 

nlumb T-- Ind.x Finge' .. M!ddle FInger RinS Flnoe, . 

1;;-. __ • J___' .. 
-

f;t. LEFT HANI( ....... 

Small Fins!!r Aing Finger Middle Flngar Index Finger 

'. . . 

, 

~ 

.' 

~ 

IIf voter f' iJllterll,e Ql.!:hysically disabled) 1 hervhy ee'1'fv thll't I preoateD thi! affideA.: 
in occordance with thit da13 give.n by the voter. ' .. 

PICTURE 

I" XI" 

Sinail .Flnger 

.. 

Thumb 

--Siunons1e over printed ft8m8 of the ponon _.:ho BS:tiu:ed tt\t 

illlte~te/disabled a:l8110n. i 
Dots ______ _ 

'. 
~~-----------------------------

. ACn0!'l BY BOARD OF E~ECTION INSPECTORS, 

o APPROVED' 0 DISAPI'ROVEO Is .. t: W-""f.l/.1 

----------_._-----... -._-
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APPENDIX E 

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS 
FOR RESPONSIBLE VOTING 

. '. • • 1./ , . , 
1. 'thou lilMt "VOte' dcco'rdhtg to' the dictate of YOUl' . 
. ' tbH.!;t!leHt~.' '.' . ." . , :'" .'... l 

" : ~. . '.' . . ~ .:.. '" . ~-. . 

4. Thou shalt strive to understand the issues,platfonn 
and programs of candidates and parties seeking 

'- your vote. 

\5. Thou shalt 11tit sell your' vote, 
I 

~ .' ~. 
6. Thou shalt not vote for candidates using gunst·goons 
Otand gold. 

~ 

7. Thou shalt not vote for candidates with records of 
graft and corruption. 

• • 
8. Thou shalt not vote for candidates just because of 

• 
"utang na loob", popularity, otpakikisama. • 

.~ 

9. Thou shalt not vote for candidates living an immoral 
life. 

(, -" ." .. ......... :::0. , 

.1·~··if:ik~lh_1ir~.i~:~Y~~~iir:o~!.~~' 
PARISH PASTOIIA!. COUNCIL FOIIIIESI'ONSIIlLE VOTING 

/l'I'C.llV) (PHILIPPINES) 
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PHOTOS FROM THE IFES TEAM'S VISIT 
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Initial meeting at Comelec: (clockwise from left 
front) Emmett Fremaux, Gilbert Sheinbaum, Comelec 
Chairman Bernardo Pardo, Deborah Seiler, Comelec 
Executive Director R. Borra, Alwin Sta. Rosa, 
Commissioner M.M. Aguam, Jose Garzon (USAID) 

Meeting with Ms. Tita de Villa, Chairperson, Parish 
Pastoral Council for Responsible Voting (PPCRV) 
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Meeting with former Comelec Chairman Christian Monsod 
(second from right) and former Senator Aquilino Pimentel, Jr. 
(extreme right) 

Meeting with Senator Marcelo Fernan, Chairman,'Senate 
Committee on Electoral Reform 
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Meeting with Guillermo 
M. Luz, NAMFREL 
Secretary-General 

Meeting with Univ
ersity of Philippines 
professors 

Meeting with Cebu 
Province Election 
Officers and Deputy 
Comelec Regional 
Director Salud 
Aliganga (back to 
camera on left) 
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